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SCOPE: This document describes what to look for when monitoring electronic voting
machines and processes involved in the counting of the voting. It does NOT cover civil
rights monitoring such as registration suppression (except for a short section on checking
voter registration purging prior to election), intimidation, and “dirty tricks”. It does NOT
cover details of poll worker activities other than those related to electronic voting
security. It also does NOT cover problems that individual voters experience as they are
trying to vote, problems with which they want help at the time of vote casting. The focus
of this document is on California based elections. Each state and each county is subject
to its own regulations, procedures and interpretations of the law; use this document as a
framework if you are from outside California.

Original and earlier updates by Michelle Gabriel
2012 updates by Richard Tamm
Election Integrity Advocates

This is the latest iteration of the document. It will never be in absolutely "final" form as
election laws, voting machines, means of election theft, etc., are constantly changing and
improving. Therefore, suggestions for changes/additions to this document are gladly considered. Please send them to the Voting Rights Task Force: VRTF@wellstoneclub.org
An electronic copy of this document can be found at:
http://countedascast.org/monitoring-elections/
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ENCOURAGEMENTS
Please use this document only as a guide. The important thing is to take
whatever steps you can to help us have transparent and honest elections, where
everyone who is eligible to and wants to vote can do so, and where every vote is
counted as cast. Use this manual in whatever way to help you toward that goal.
But do not get stuck in it. See where the greatest need is currently and move in
that direction. For example, the current 2012 need prior to the presidential
election appears to be taking action to prevent disenfranchisement: either by the
removal of legitimate voters from the registration roles, or by preventing voters
from being able to vote because of voter id laws.
Review this manual, see where the greatest needs are, assess where and how
you can be most effective, and begin! Don’t get lost in details. Use this as a
reference manual but not a static prescription. By just showing up to observe you
will already make a difference as the powers that be notice that someone is
watching. Recruit friends, team up and ask a lot of questions! Dive in! Be bold!

INTRODUCTION
The ability of citizens to rely on the integrity of our elections – and declared
election results – is a prerequisite for our form of government. This has become
increasingly true as states have moved to adopt electronic voting systems.
Gaining an understanding of these systems and the way in which they register
and record actual votes is an essential step to ensuring that election results
faithfully reflect the votes that are actually cast.
The growing use of electronic machines and processes makes the role of election
observers more important than ever. However, the effectiveness of these critical
Election Day players depends on sound preparation, together with vigilance and
care for detail. A team effort among observers is helpful to learn together,
compare notes and share the questions that will be raised.
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A potential volunteer should understand clearly why she/he wishes to take on this
role. So you are interested in volunteering as an elections observer? Before you
make the leap it is important to understand your goals and whether it is feasible
to attain then. For example:
Do you want to improve the security, accuracy and transparency for future
elections?
This is the main benefit that will be gained from your efforts. Knowing what to
look for, documenting it, and working with your local elections officials, county
supervisors, the Secretary of State’s office and local media – your efforts may
make a difference.
Do you want to make sure the count is accurate?
Before you take any data, understand what you will actually be able to do with it.
Is there something to reconcile the data against? Will the statement of vote or
any information you can obtain from your county be useable for your intended
purpose? Do you understand all the intricate details underlying the sources of
your numbers and those you will reconcile against? The invisible nature of
electronic tallies makes it very difficult to assess whether the numbers were
counted correctly. Gaining access to key documents for reconciliation through
public records requests is an ongoing process with some counties reluctant to
allow access. Once you know how your county documents activities and
numbers then making these requests will be easier. However there is intrinsic
value in observers simply watching and having a physical presence to let officials
know that citizens are paying attention.
Are you trying to prevent the election from being stolen?
The best you can hope for is that your presence may act as a deterrent to any
current or future activity that may compromise the election results. Once the
election you are observing is underway, it will be too late to prevent election theft
because software can be programmed to change the tally without any trace of
such malfeasance. History and experience have shown that, in the U.S.,
elections are not overturned, re-run, or recounted based on anything that anyone
observed. Reforms are needed in this area of election operations to allow the
judicial system to take a hard look at observer evidence rather than show the
traditional strong bias toward election officials. However having more “eyes on
the prize” will educate active citizens and raise community awareness of what
needs to be done to protect the vote.
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PREVENTING VOTER PURGES
As Bev Harris said recently at www.blackboxvoting.org “Perhaps the single most
meaningful thing voting rights organizations can do RIGHT NOW is to focus on
repairing the damage caused by runaway purgaholics.” To prevent the illegal
purging of registered voters, you need to do freedom of information requests of
your local Registrar of Voters of current voter registration lists and also of archive
copies of these lists. It is very helpful if you can get copies of these lists in a
format where a data base expert can work with them to be able to quickly
determine who has been purged, then to check on these voters and look for
patterns – are they all or many Democrats?, black?, Latino? Native American?
Seniors? Live in poor neighborhoods? Are many of them alive and well and
shouldn’t have been purged?
If this is discovered, the next step is to demand they be restored to the voter
roles, publicize this to local news media, and demand action from the state
District Attorney’s office.

ASKING FOR VOTER HISTORY LIST VIA PUBLIC
RECORDS REQUEST
“There's not going to be a one size fits all public records request, because each
state and county has its own way of doing things. That's why I have been using
the GENERIC term, "voter history list".” - Bev Harris
However, it is important to ask for the list in correct form: in electronic form as
a delimited text file (.csv or .tab) or in standard data form such as
MS Access. MS Excel is also acceptable where records will not go over 1
million Excel maxes out at 1 million records. (For instance, LA County has 4
million voters so Excel format will not work.)
All the info we are requesting is required to be kept in the elections database and
the person handling your request will tell the database what to print. Ask the
information to include voter histories for all past elections back through 2008.
1) Registered voters, including cancelled voters, back through 2008.
2) Their voting history back through 2008 - (what elections they voted in)
3) Their vote method back through 2008 (vote-at-polls, mailed absentee,
early voting, etc)
4) Their status back through 2008 - (active/inactive/cancelled)
5) Their status reason back through 2008 - (why voters are assigned their
status in each election on rolls)
6) The date status was assigned - (when voters received that status)
PLEASE NOTE: Remember that you are asking for the public record,
not the VAN system of the database used by the Democrats.
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From BlackBoxVoting “Guide for Requesting Public Documents”
(Module 8, http://www.blackboxvoting.org/toolkit-public-records.pdf )
Goals
Get provable documentation to find out what's really going on. Anything that's on
paper or e-mail at a government agency is fair game, with a small handful of
exceptions. You can't use a public records request to ask a question, but you can
use it to ask for documents. All you have to do is try to imagine what documents
might contain answers to your questions, figure out what they are called, and
request those records. It is the legal obligation of governmental agencies to
provide the documents you request.
How to Ask For Public Documents
• Label your request "Public Records Request" if you are requesting
it from a state or local governmental entity, or "Freedom of Information
Act Request" if you are requesting it from a federal governmental entity.
• Make sure to date it and provide an address and email for them to
send responses. Request the cost prior to receipt so they don’t send
you a large unwanted bill and ask for electronic copies as this is far
less expensive.
• Once you have requested a record, it is illegal to destroy it. If you think you
might need a time-sensitive record but you aren't sure, request it as soon as
possible and ask that they quote you a price for it. You can always decide not to
purchase it.
• Ask for a document, and be as specific as you can when describing it. You can't
ask them to tell you information, instead you must request a record. For example:
“Final, executed contract between vendor and Secretary of State’s Office.”
• In most locations, you can do public records requests by e-mail. An exception is
Arizona, which requires you to fill out a form, which you can obtain from the
Secretary of State's Web site. In most locations, you can request records and
they must give them to you even if you don't live there. Exceptions include the
state of Tennessee, which requires residency.
• The simplest thing to do is to just ask – if there is a rule against
sending you the records for some reason, they will write to tell you
that.
• Most states have a statutory deadline for responses to your
requests. Usually, you will get a response within three weeks,
sometimes within a day, if you send it by e-mail. An exception is the
state of Maryland, which can take up to 30 days to respond to you.
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• You will usually be informed of an estimated charge (be sure to
ask) for the records, in which case you can opt to quit or go on.
Charges are regulated, but vary widely from state to state. Usually
the charges involve only minor copying fees. Sometimes they tack
on a labor charge, around $20 per hour. Just ask them to quote you
the price before filling the request. The most exorbitant fees we've
seen are from the state of Michigan, which once quoted us a fee of
$125,000 just to look for some records. Obviously, you do not have
to accept the fee if it is extravagant.
• You can find the public records laws for your state here:
www.foiadvocates.com/records.html . We recommend that you just try making a
request without spending a lot of time studying up on it. The laws will be
something you will want to refer to if you are turned down on your request, or if
they quote a price that is too high.
• Citizens doing public records requests for the first time often take an adversarial
approach, believing they must show assertiveness. In fact, all governmental
agencies are quite used to filling records requests, and there is no reason to be
aggressive. Requesting public documents is not hard, and even imperfect
requests are usually processed.
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WHAT CAN I OBSERVE SUMMARY
Before the Election
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Preparation of operation of tabulating devices, programming and testing
Logic and Accuracy Testing; integrity of security seals on machines
Vote by mail ballot processing that happens prior to the election
Poll worker training
Chain of custody
Public records requests for raw election database files

During the Voting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Poll opening/set up procedures
The polls as either a poll worker or a poll watcher
Poll closing procedures
Election office “hotlines”
Chain of custody

After the Polls Close
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chain of custody of ballots and memory cards
Counting of the Votes
Public records requests for raw election database files
1% Manual Audit
Chain of custody
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WHO CAN OBSERVE SUMMARY
Technical people designated by the county political party central committees OR by
bona fide organizations. Any interested unaffiliated citizen can inquire about
observing and in some cases access will be granted.
Preparation of operation of tabulating devices, programming and testing. See election
code 15004, which was amended since 2006 to include bona fide organizations.
Election Observer Panel
Chosen by the County Election Officials.
See the following page for details and links.
Poll workers
1. Poll worker training
2. Poll opening procedures
3. Poll operations
4. Poll closing procedures
Poll Watchers
In other states, each party specifies poll watchers. In CA, there is no distinction between
poll watchers and the public.
General Public
Theoretically, the public can watch anything. But will you be allowed to see what is
going on at a close enough level to see the detail of an activity? The voting system recertification conditions actually clarify this for a few areas:
http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/vendors/sequoia/system40/revised-approval-40-120409.pdf

7. Upon request, members of the public must be permitted to observe and inspect,
without physical contact, the integrity of all externally visible security seals used to
secure voting equipment in a time and manner that does not interfere with the conduct of
the election or the privacy of any voter.
23. Elections officials must develop appropriate security procedures for use when
representatives of qualified political parties and bona fide associations of citizens and
media associations, pursuant to their rights under Elections Code section 15004, check
and review the preparation and operation of vote tabulating devices and attend any or all
phases of the election. The security procedures must permit representatives to observe at
a legible distance the contents of the display on the vote tabulating computer or device.
This requirement may be satisfied by positioning an additional display monitor or
monitors in a manner that allows the representatives to read the contents displayed on the
vote tabulating computer or device while also observing the vote tabulating computer or
device and any person or persons operating the vote tabulating computer or device
Note that you are allowed to see the vote-tabulating computer from a legible
distance. Some counties have set up monitors, but they were still illegible.
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ELECTION OBSERVER PANEL PLAN
In 2007 Secretary of State Bowen decertified and conditionally re-certified all
Diebold, Sequoia, and ES&S voting systems in the state (called the Top To
Bottom Review). Hart Intercivic Systems were not fully tested and therefore not
fully decertified and recertified to the extent of the other systems. Many Hart
counties are subject to the use of extensive electronic tallies, even in the state of
California and unlike the other three systems, which are significantly restricted.
Every county is required as a condition of approval of its voting system, to submit
an Election Observer Panel Plan to the Secretary of State.
The purpose of an Election Observer Panel is to:
1. Provide an avenue for public observation of and input into the election
process.
2. Assist in ensuring the integrity of the election process.
3. Encourage participation and build voter confidence in the election process.
These plans can be found on the Secretary of State’s website:
http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/oversight/eop.htm
The plans vary in length from 2 to 40+ pages. Almost every county has plans
posted for a number of past elections.
The plans list who are invited and general rules of conduct. The different county
plans may emphasize or feature different aspects of the voting process. For
example, the Inyo County plan wants the observers to feedback detailed
information on the polling places being observed:
http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/oversight/eop/nov10/inyo.pdf
Check well in advance whether your county has a current Election Observer
Panel plan.
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PRE-OBSERVING PREPARATION
BASIC INFORMATION
1. What are the systems you are observing?
Check the California Secretary of State website that lists voting systems used in
each county:
http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/oversight/vsys-by-county.htm
Also check your county website for information on what systems are being used.
For more information about these voting systems, check this Verified Voting
website:
http://verifiedvoting.org/article.php?list=type&type=63
1. For a standard poll vote – i.e. precinct based opti-scan (optical scan) or
DRE (Direct Record Electronic = touch-screen) voting machine
2. For handicapped accessibility – i.e. touch-screen – DRE or ballot marking
device
3. Centralized ballot counting - high-speed opti-scan for vote by mail ballots
2. What state election codes cover what you are observing?
See key election codes in this document. There is very little in the code about the
details of observing.
3. Who is the RoV (Registrar of Voters) or County Clerk of this county and how
can I contact this person?
http://www.ss.ca.gov/elections/elections_d.htm
Your group will want to contact the Registrar in advance of the election to meet
and let the officials know you want to observe. Making this request in person
prior to the election is more likely to lead to better access. Getting permission to
observe through emails is a good idea, bring the email with you in case the office
tries to block your access.
4. Who am I observing for?
If you are observing for a certain organization, you should know what data to
gather, what format it should be in, and where to send it. If multiple people are
observing you can coordinate as a team to increase your coverage of the
election.
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TALKING TO THE REGISTRAR OR COUNTY ELECTION
OFFICIAL
Due to lack of oversight and weak election laws, the County Elections Officials
basically have unchecked power in running elections – there are no checks and
balances. In California, the County Elections officials DO NOT report to the
Secretary of State, so they do not have one boss to whom they report. In
California, 5 of the 58 are appointed, the rest are elected. In all counties, they
report to the Board of Supervisors. So if you are unhappy with current behavior,
you either have to get someone fired or work against his or her re-election. By
reporting to 5 different bosses, the supervisors, election officials are effectively
reporting to no one. Finding allies on the Board of Supervisors is the most
effective method for working toward change.
If you are part of an election protection group, such as for a specific candidate,
you should visit your RoV well before the election to discuss what you will need
and what they will allow. This prevents surprises and an adversarial relationship
on election night, when everyone is already under intense pressure.
In addition to having face-to-face meetings, it is also helpful to end the election
officials a request in writing before the meeting and a follow-up thank you
communication after your meeting, summarizing the points discussed. Keep
copies of this correspondence and any written communications from the officials.
NOTE: elections managers are often not elected and serve from one Registrar to
the next. Likely the Registrar is dependent on the elections managers for
information and does not understand how the operation works fully, or what is
going on in the lower ranks of employees. When an observer brings
disconcerting information to the Registrar be aware that this dependency on the
managers will predictably lead to denial by the Registrar unless they are
particularly interested in election integrity and good management.
Here is a list of items to go over with your election official:
1.

What are the physical boundaries at the polls? At the central count facility?
May I take pictures? May I record audio? Video? Where are all the polling
places, the location where voting equipment is stored before the election
(is it locked, who has access), and the location where the ballots cast at
the separate polling places are brought together and tabulated? Is
tabulation done at the precincts or headquarters? What is the process for
handling absentee and provisional ballots? Where are they opened and
stored, and by whom, and with what security measures?

2.

How is the vote counted in this county? Some counties, such as San
Francisco, publish observation guides. Go to:
http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/oversight/eop.htm , click on the
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most recent prior election, then click on the county you are planning to
observe - and you may have to track this further yourself. Ask for a tour of
the facilities including vote by mail ballot processing, warehousing,
consolidation points, and central counting.
3.

What county procedures cover the election process? Ask for a copy of
their procedures manual for their employees and of their election plan that
must be submitted to the Secretary of State 29 days prior to the election.
(10/10/12). See EC 15003 on page 58 of this document. A plan not
submitted is an Election Code violation.
Also, ask for a copy of their training manual for poll-workers.
Observing poll worker training: Are machines advocated instead of paper
ballots? What procedure is in place for addressing machine failures – are
they taken off line? What is the reporting process for machine
malfunctions? Are field tech reports used or centralized reports for
paper ballot shortages? (Field tech reports can be a gold mine for
retrieving after-the-fact reports of machine malfunctions, ballot shortages,
poll issues and operational problems)
Where are hotline calls received on election day? How many hot lines are
there, where are they physically located? (Hotline observation is the
best use of observer time on election day to see the most
efficient overview of countywide issues)

4.

Ask the county to post the results/statement of vote in a machine-readable
format, such as .csv. Commonly used .pdf files cannot be put into Excel
and have analysis performed. The statement of vote needs to be broken
down by precinct, polling place vote, vote by mail vote, provisional vote,
etc.

5.

Ask the county to post the results on the web from each of the memory
cards in a machine-readable format. This is essential for reconciliation.
This format has never been provided before in CA despite numerous
requests in many counties and citizen lobbying with many legislators.
Keep asking for it.

6.

When will information on registration numbers by precinct be available and
can it be posted on the web in machine-readable format?

7.

For the 1% manual tally, will the choice of random precincts be done after
the close of polls, in a public and transparent manner? Will the date and
location be announced in advance and can you get notification? (Note:
California has adopted a new form of auditing called a statistical audit that
frequently takes a small sample size that will not cover a full 1% audit.
Many advocates for election integrity view this new audit as a weaker form
that is less likely to spot discrepancies.)
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8.

What are the procedures for handling a discrepancy in the 1% manual
tally? Ask whether all discrepancies and their resolution are now being
reported to the Secretary of State’s office. Ask for any policies or
procedures that are available. Too often when discrepancies occur, which
is almost all the time, election officials blame the damaged ballots and use
these again and again to reconcile the numbers. This pattern is due to the
fact that discrepancies indicate a problem that needs further investigation
which means more work is required. It’s easier for election officials to
artificially reconcile the numbers using damaged ballots rather than look
further to find out why the numbers don’t reconcile. Reports that are sent
to the Secretary of State’s office almost always show a perfect
reconciliation, regardless of what is discovered from the audit.

9.

Will the RoV keep track of the number of spoiled votes by precinct on the
DRE VVPAT rolls and publish these numbers?

By far the most comprehensive election observer guide, with information on what
a county will allow you to do, has been written by San Mateo County. It’s 47
pages long and full of very good information:
https://www.shapethefuture.org/resources/documents/Election-ObserverHandbook_mc.pdf
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OBSERVING ON ELECTION DAY
1.
•
•
•
•
•

A good philosophy to keep in mind during any observing you do is:
Write it down
Keep observing notes separate from criticism and analysis.
Include everything in your notes so that others can form their own
opinions.
Videotape and take photos whenever you can if you see a problem
Get the information out into the public

2.

Bring: Pencil, Paper, Notebook, Election Incident Reporting Systems
(EIRS) forms or copies of pp. 67-73, Video/Digital camera, Cell phone,
Laptop, Watch, Binoculars, Phone numbers for local news reporters.

3.

How much time can I spend? According to Black Box Voting (BBV) –
www.blackboxvoting.org , the most interesting problems happen from 10
p.m. to 1 a.m. on Election Day. Whatever time you plan on covering, have
a backup or someone to hand over the observing to when you leave.
Teamwork is critical.

4.

What am I going to do with all my or my team’s observation notes?
Write a report of your observations and submit this report to:
County: RoV, Board of Supervisors, Elections Board
State: Secretary of State, state legislators
Political: Candidates, county central committee of both parties
CA State library, which will keep it as a public record
Interested press contacts
Various watchdog groups , for ex:
BlackBoxVoting.org section on California elections
http://www.bbvforums.org/forums/messages/132/132.html?1324291597
League of Women Voters
Common Cause
ACLU – local and state chapters
Democracy for America (DFA)
PDA (Progressive Democrats and America)
People for the American Way

•
•
•
•
•
•
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OBSERVING BEFORE THE ELECTION
PREPARATION AND OPERATION OF TABULATING
DEVICES, PROGRAMMING, AND TESTING
WHO CAN OBSERVE
15004. The county central committee of each qualified political party may
employ, and may have present at the central counting place or places, not more
than two qualified data processing specialists or engineers to check and review
the preparation and operation of the tabulating devices, their programming and
testing, and have the specialists or engineers in attendance at any or all phases
of the election.
Some counties will allow more observers, the more the better especially for major
elections. Few counties restrict observers to just the official 2 allowed by the
elections code. This is a code section that needs reform to include many citizen
observers.
BACKGROUND
This is something left to the experts, not the general public, to accomplish. What
to look for won’t be covered in detail here, as this author is not an expert.
However, this section is here so that groups interested in monitoring may know
that this part of the code exists and can try to hire experts or recruit volunteers to
perform this duty. Groups from which to recruit include Black Box Voting
(www.blackboxvoting.org ) and ACCURATE (www.accurate-voting.org ).
For the 2006 election these were the guidelines provided (see Black
Box Voting Toolkit 2008 for more recent guidelines):
For Diebold (now called “Premiere” to re-brand the name after public outcry over
electronic voting machines reduced voter confidence) AV-TSx and AV-OS
machines, the Secretary of State gave them a conditional certification, which lists
security measures that must be followed by RoVs. These are good practices for
all the vendors’ machines.
http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/vendors/premier/2006-02-17-gems-tsxos.pdf
o The elections official must reset the encryption key used for all AV-TSX
units to change the key from the factory default setting prior to
programming any units.
o Each memory card must be programmed in a secured facility under the
supervision of the registrar of voters/registrar of voters’ staff. Once a
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memory card is programmed for the election, it must be immediately
inserted into its assigned unit and sealed with a serialized, tamper-evident
seal by the registrar of voters or the registrar’s staff, and have its serial
number logged into a tracking sheet designed for that purpose.
o The county must maintain a written log that records which memory cards
and which serialized tamper-evident seals are assigned to which units.
Any breach of control over a memory card shall require that its contents be
zeroed, in the presence of two election officials, before it can be used
again. Keeping track of how memory cards are handled is an important
aspect of tracking chain of custody.
o The County must maintain a written log that accurately records the chain
of custody of each memory card and unit from the point of programming
the memory card for use in the election through the time of completion of
the official canvass.
o Access to the GEMS server shall be tightly controlled and all persons
having access to it at any time shall be pre-approved by the county
elections official and noted in a log that details name, time, and purpose of
access to the room in which the GEMS is housed.

For the 2012 election….
All voting systems (except for Premier Election Solutions, Inc., Diebold Election
Systems, Inc., GEMS software, version 1.18.19 which was permanently
decertified) have been decertified and conditionally re-certified. The conditions for
recertification can be found under the title Voting System Approval
Documents on the SoS website at: http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/ .
And they are full of additional technical information.
“In March 2009, California Secretary of State Debra Bowen decertified Diebold's
GEMS version 1.18.19 after the Humboldt County Election Transparency Project
discovered that GEMS had silently dropped 197 ballots from its tabulation of a
single precinct in Eureka, California.[27] The discovery was made after project
members conducted an independent count using the free and open source ballot
counting program Ballot Browser. “ See: States rejecting Diebold at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premier_Election_Solutions
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LOGIC AND ACCURACY TESTING
BACKGROUND
The Logic and Accuracy test is a functionality test. It does not truly cover all
functions or simulate all the complexities of an election. It is useful for finding
accidental errors, particularly accidental ballot layout/configuration/programming
errors. It won’t find intentional fraud. Nevertheless, the L & A is done and
should catch some major flaws if they are present. Accidental errors are not
uncommon.
The following has been taken mainly from BBV Toolkit and supplemented with
information from recent problems that have been documented in the media.
BEFORE THE TESTING
o Ask about requirements for attending
o Obtain a list of each test that is done
o Find out when each testing session takes place
o Ask for written procedures for each type of testing
o Review user manuals of system to be tested
DURING THE TESTING
Here are some of the things to document during testing:
o Find out if all machines that will be used in the election will be included in
the testing. This includes the DREs, the precinct based opti-scans, and the
high-speed central scanners. Some counties test only the polling place
machines.
o Find out whether voting machines are placed in a "test mode." Ask if the
machines are ever tested while in election mode.
o Ask whether the testers will be using the voting machines in the same way
that voters would be on Election Day?
o In CA there is now only 1 DRE per polling place, except in counties using
Hart Intercivic, and very few people vote on the DREs. However, it is still a
good idea to see if the testing involves humans pressing the screen on the
DREs or whether it will involve “macro scripts” or automated logic and
accuracy testing?
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o Optical scanners have a wide range of problems associated with how the
voter marks the ballot. Ask what test deck or decks are being used. Are
these provided by the vendor? What do they test for? Are any actual
ballots used to check the machines? Some test decks only check for the
lightness of the mark. Many do not check for the performance of the
scanners if various pens and inks are being used. These are crucial to
counting vote by mail votes properly.
o Two types of optical scanners are used. Some counties have both precinct
based and high speed scanners and some have only high speed. Find out
whether the same test deck is used in both. The best test would be some
actual ballots that would be read by both types of machines and give the
same results.
o Will the testing include large numbers of votes? Document how many
actual votes are tested on each machine. If an automated script is used,
document that as well. (Obviously, testing with an automated script does
not replicate casting real votes.)
o Is testing done on every candidate and ballot question choice, or just a few
of them? For locations with multiple languages on the ballot, are the
foreign language ballots and audio ballots tested as well?
o Will the Logic & Accuracy testing include vote tally checking? (On Election
Day, votes from each machine are later fed into a central tabulator
machine. Does the testing replicate this step or omit it?) If it omits testing
the central tabulator, find out if/when they will test that system and see
whether you can observe that as well.
o Will the testing include the use of an independent log comparing the
system count with those selections made by the voter? Are testers allowed
to choose any votes themselves, or is all testing done with a pre-set
selection of votes?
o Ask that the testers make themselves available for questioning prior to and
after each testing session. You may want to videotape their answers to
your questions. This would document what actually happens vs. what
county elections officials say or think actually happens.
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VOTE BY MAIL PROCESSING
WHO CAN OBSERVE
General public
State Election code 15004 allows the county central committee of each qualified
political party to have present two specialists or engineers to be in attendance at
any or all phases of the election.
Some counties allow for larger attendance of observers. Check with election
officials and request permission ahead of time.
BACKGROUND
Vote by mail ballots come into the RoV from many different routes and at different
times either by being mailed in, dropped off at the RoV’s office, or dropped off at
the polling site.
The following is the series of general processing steps for vote by mail ballots
with manual signature checking, which is probably similar in most counties.
These processes will vary according to local work flow process and equipment
being used:
SIGNATURE VERIFICATION
1.

Yellow vote by mail ballot envelopes are delivered to the RoV office.

2.

Numbered trays packed with envelopes go to staffers at several scanning
machines.

3.

Envelopes enter the machine, the signature is scanned, and the envelope
is stamped with a unique identifying number.

4.

Envelopes return to the tray in numerical order.

5.

Signature images are called up by staffers at a bank of computers.

6.

A staffer pulls up an electronic image of the voter’s signature from the
voter registration form.

7.

The two signatures are compared and accepted or rejected.

8.

If the signature is rejected, the voter is sent a new voter registration form to
get a current signature. The ballot envelope is not thrown out.
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ENVELOPE OPENING
1.

Trays of envelopes with approved signatures are labeled.

2.

Batches of envelopes are vibrated to shake down the ballot in the
envelope.

3.

Batches of envelopes are put in a slitting machine.

4.

Staffer takes out the ballot, discards the envelope, and stacks ballots in a
tray.

UNFOLDING AND SORTING
1.
Clerks unfold the ballots, remove stubs if voter has not, and clean the
edge.
2.

Clerks sort ballots into 3 trays – good, damaged, and write in.

3.

Filled good trays are smoothed, flattened, and stacked into batches of 50
and combined into trays of 500.

SORTING BY PRECINCT OR BALLOT TYPE
Although results are tabulated by precinct, the ballots are not sorted that way.
The law now requires that vote by mail ballots and provisional ballots are to be
counted in the 1% manual audit. This has forced the issue of sorting the ballots in
many counties. Update: new auditing regulations use a “statistical audit” which is
usually a smaller size than the 1% audit.
OBSERVING
1.

Does the county have a person look at every signature or is computerized
signature verification used?

2.

What is the process when a signature is rejected? How many were
rejected and sent registration forms?

3.

Is any record kept of what precincts have rejected ballots? Ask for
machine-readable summaries of received, accepted, and rejected vote by
mail ballots. This information should be broken down by precinct and by
reason for rejection.

4.

When does the counting of the vote by mail ballots begin? Is it totaled at
any time prior to 8:00 pm election day? Who has access to those totals?
NOTE: these results should not be sent out to anyone prior to the close of
polls.
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5.

Are the piles of vote by mail ballots handled in a clear way that would not
prevent trays of ballots from being misplaced or lost? Are there processes
in place to perform a check and balance that the number of ballots
received are all counted?

6.

Who has access to the vote by mail ballots and provisional ballots from the
time they are received and the time they are counted? What is the chain
of custody (who, where, when) for every ballot? What security measures
are in place and who has access?

7.

What is done with the damaged and write in ballots?
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POLL WORKER TRAINING
WHO CAN BE A POLL WORKER
In Alameda County, and probably most other counties, here are the criteria:
o Registered voters in Alameda County –oro Alameda County employees –oro High school seniors over 16 years of age in a school sponsored poll
worker program
WHO CAN OBSERVE POLLWORKER TRAINING
If you are other than a poll worker, call your RoV’s office and ask whether you
can attend.
BACKGROUND
The way to learn is to actually do a job. The best way to be involved in Election
Integrity is to be a poll worker. From that vantage point you get to…
o Experience the training and comment on it
o Experience the voting process
o Experience dealing with the machines
o Follow the chain of custody of the ballots
o Get to know your county elections staff and officials
o Gain credibility when speaking about elections issues
o Gain some empathy for poll workers and county elections staff
o Observe actual events in the polling place
For people who are knowledgeable, you are in a perfect position to document
incidents.
It is recommended that you become an inspector – then you are responsible for
running the polling place, setting up the machines, and delivering the ballots at
the end of the day. In other positions, you wouldn’t get this full breadth of
experience and knowledge.
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At poll worker training, you may be given some materials on how to run the
machines. This is excellent material to keep and post so that others can learn
how to use the machines.
OBSERVE
1.

How much time is spent on the training in total?

2

How much time is spent on dealing with the machines?

3.

What are you told to do if there is an incident with a machine? Are there
instructions in the written material you are given?

4.

Are poll workers pushing the machines over paper voting?

5.

Were Voter Verified Paper Audit Trails (VVPATs) explained? Did poll
workers understand their purpose?

6.

What did the training say about checking/using security seals?

BBV suggests…
o At the training session, take notes on each piece of equipment you will be
using.
o Ask questions about the chain of custody for each piece of apparatus and
for portable devices like voter card encoders, electronic poll books,
cartridges, memory cards and the like. Report "sleepovers" (equipment
sent home with you or other workers) and take careful note of the
instructions for handling the electronic ballot boxes (also called memory
cards, PEBs, cartridges). Take pictures of the seals.
o Make notes of any trucking firms, transportation companies or third-party
vendors who will be bringing you equipment or taking it away; get license
plates and description of vehicles.
o Ask and make note of the specific procedures for any repairs or
troubleshooting on the machines or the peripheral devices on Election
Day.
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CHAIN OF CUSTODY BEFORE THE ELECTION
The following has been taken from the Blackboxvoting 2006 Toolkit.
While there is a more recent 2008 Toolkit, the modules in the 2006 Toolkit are
still very useful. As is stated at the Blackboxvoting
website:http://www.blackboxvoting.org/toolkit.html
“the older 2006 Tool Kit Modules… are completely different than the 2008 Kit,
though you may find them helpful.
This is the first Black Box Voting Tool Kit, which contains actions that are not as
time-sensitive as the stripped-down 2008 Tool Kit. The difference: The 2008 kit
contains emergency actions to be done during the last days before the November
2008 election. The actions in the 2006 Tool Kit focus on long range actions.”
BACKGROUND
Goals: See if you can map out where each of the key parts of the voting system
are during the life cycle of the election. Identify who has access at each point and
what records are kept.
OBSERVING
Chain of custody applies to:
o

Ballots

o

Voting machines

o

Memory cards

o

Voting system peripherals, like voter cards and voter authentication devices

o

Election data (the path of the votes from the time they are cast until they are
counted and printed)

Before the election: Ask questions and do public records requests. Here are
some good things to find out:
o

Where is each key element of the election manufactured?

o

Who had custody when transporting it to your jurisdiction?

o

Who had access before it was stored?

o

Where was it stored, who had access to its storage and how was this recorded?

o

Who pulled it out of storage, and when, and was the public allowed to watch and
document?

o

What accounting is there for purchases of ballots, printing of ballots onsite,
memory cards, voting system peripherals, voting machines and computers?
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o

What contractors have had access to parts of the system?

o

Forget about who has permission to access, more importantly is to find out who
has keys? How are keys and access logged? Are there video cameras?

o

What company prints the ballots? Are there overages? Are the extra ballots at the
printing house ever accounted for? Who has access to them? Is the county a
certified ballot finisher allowing them to print their own ballots?

o

Who mails the vote by mail ballots?

o

When vote by mail ballots are mailed back in, does the U.S. Post Office keep a
count of those received? Where is the paperwork on that?

o

Where do the mailed-in vote by mail ballots go after the post office? Directly to
the elections office or to a middleman?

o

What is the chain of custody at each stage of vote by mail ballot processing?

o

Is any voting equipment (or supplies) sent home for sleepovers with poll workers?

o

What transportation companies are in charge of delivering items to the polling
place? From the polling place?

o

Does the county make an effort to collect the very last mail in ballots from the
Post Office on election night late?

o

What happens to mail in ballots that arrive after the polls close and are not
allowed to be counted?

Special chain of custody events to watch:
o

Preparing voting machines for election and/or testing: Go to the warehouse and
watch as they pull them off the shelves and put memory cards into them. Watch
what's going on with the memory cards/cartridges and the machines.

Who are the people who are handling the machines and cards? Permanent
employees? Temps? Have they been background-checked for
previous/concurrent employers, financial and criminal record, etc?
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OBSERVING ON ELECTION DAY
POLL SETUP
THE RULES
Secretary of State News Release KS04:078 of October 31, 2004 (p. 60) has the
best information on what the state allows poll watchers to do, at:
http://www.sos.ca.gov/admin/press-releases/prior/2004/04_078.pdf
Observers at polling places during the day are not allowed to film voters coming
or leaving the voting site and may not film inside the polling place while the polls
are open. There are exceptions, however, allowing for news media crews with
consent of the county elections official.
Observers can be inside polling places, however, and may observe
the roster of voters, watch the polling place being set up or closed at
the end of the day, and they may see voting procedures throughout
the day. They may not interfere with the work of the elections staff, nor may they
touch any voting materials, station themselves near where voters are casting
ballots or depositing their voted ballots, sit at the election board’s table, or
intimidate or impede the actions of board members or voters.
VERIFYING SECURITY
o Understand all security measures put in place by the RoV. Verify that all
such security measures have been followed.
o Confirm that any physical security measure is in place and has NOT been
tampered with prior to opening the polls/using the equipment. Confirm
seals are unbroken and serial numbers match, or confirm that poll workers
have checked this.
o Confirm that zero tapes are printed out. If you can be the very first voter to
vote at a polling place, you will be shown empty ballot bins in the scanner
machine, zero counts, etc. – a great way to get some of this information.
o If there is a problem with any equipment, document RoV office actions.
o Understand all security measures to be taken by the inspector and the
clerks.
o Verify that the security measures issued by the SoS for using the voting
machines in your county are followed.
To find what election machines are used in your county, find the most
recent listing at:
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http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/oversight/vsys-by-county.htm Then
go to: http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-systems/ to find that system under
“Voting System Approval Documents”, and find the latest approval letter
that contains details on security measures.
These are good practices for all the vendors’ machines.
1.

Each memory card shall have a permanent serial number assigned to it.

2.

On Election Day, prior to any ballots being cast on any unit, the integrity of
the tamper-evident seal must be verified by the precinct officer before
opening the compartment containing the memory card and unit power
switch. The serial number of the seal must also be verified against the log
provided the Precinct Inspector. This procedure must be witnessed by at
least one other precinct officer or staff of the registrar of voters.

3.

If it is detected that the seal has been broken prior to the unlocking of the
compartment, or if there is a discrepancy between the log and the serial
number, the discrepancy must be confirmed by one or more of the
remaining members of the precinct board, documented, and immediately
reported to the county elections official for the jurisdiction. The elections
official shall immediately investigate and determine appropriate action. If
this potential breach occurs in a unit, the specific unit must undergo a full
manual reconciliation of the electronic votes cast and captured on the
memory card against the paper audit record for that unit. If being used to
meet the accessibility provisions of federal or state law, or if for any reason
only one such unit is being used at the precinct, once one vote is cast on a
TSX unit, the poll workers shall ensure that at least two more ballots are
cast on the machine, even if not by a voter needing its accessibility
components, in order to protect the privacy of the voter.

4.

Any issues that arise relating to voting equipment shall be reported to the
Secretary of State’s Office of Voting Systems Technology Assessment on
Election Day, including a complete description of the problem and how it
has been resolved. The Secretary of State will provide a telephone
number for this purpose.

VVPAT on DRE NOTES
The Voter-verified paper audit trail (VVPAT) has been poorly implemented by the
vendors on the DRE machines. These are sometimes separate printers attached
to the machine. These should all be affixed and functioning. There are little doors
that cover the paper printout for privacy when a voter with disabilities is using the
equipment. Make sure that for non-disabled voters this door is open. Make sure
this is open, that poll workers understand that voters are to review their VVPAT
prior to casting their vote, and that they tell all voters before they cast their votes
that they should review their choices. VVPAT’s usefulness is highly dependent
on its proper functioning and on voters actually verifying their votes.
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VOTING AT THE POLLS
THE RULES
Secretary of State News Release KS04:078 of October 31, 2004 (p. 60) has the
best information on what the state allows poll watchers to do:
Observers at polling places during the day are not allowed to film voters coming
or leaving the voting site and may not film inside the polling place while the polls
are open. There are exceptions, however, allowing for news media crews with
consent of the county elections official.
Observers can be inside polling places, however, and may observe
the roster of voters, watch the polling place being set up or closed at
the end of the day, and they may see voting procedures throughout
the day. They may not interfere with the work of the elections staff, nor may they
touch any voting materials, station themselves near where voters are casting
ballots or depositing their voted ballots, sit at the election board’s table, or
intimidate or impede the actions of board members or voters.
BEHAVIOR GUIDELINES
1.

Make no contact with any voter inside the polling place.

2.

Wear no political gear or buttons, nor partisan insignias of any kind. Do not
wear candidate buttons, candidate t-shirts or candidate hats. Don’t carry or
distribute materials, which may have partisan or candidate information.

3.

Remember that the election judge or poll worker is in charge, and can
decide where you are permitted to sit or stand, and how many observers
or poll monitors can be in the location at a time. They also may decide
whether you can be permitted to come and go, or switch off with another
poll monitor.

OBSERVE
What to look for if voting on a DRE/touch-screen:
o Your vote shows up on the wrong choice
o You can't see the paper record of your vote (in states with a DRE voter
verified paper trail, it may be hidden under a closed door or other
obstruction)
o Confusing machine: Hard to figure out how to use it
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o A candidate or question is missing from the screen
o The screen automatically fills in votes the voter doesn't want
o The screen fails to report that vote has been accepted. Usually it will say
something like "vote cast" -- or the message can be more confusing, like
"choices printed."
o Voting machines aren't running
o Error messages appear on the screen
o Administrative or technician screen appears instead of the ballot choices
o Voting machine crashes or freezes
o Voting machine screen is dim, has lines through it, colors are distorted or
is otherwise hard to read.
o Voter card doesn't work
o (For accessible machines) The accessibility functions aren't working
(headphones, large text, keypads, sip n puff)
o Repairman is working on one of the voting machines
What to look for if voting on an optical scan machine:
1. Repairman is working on one of the voting machines
2. Ballots are rejected, jam or ballot indicator doesn't advance after taking a
ballot
3. Machine is replaced
4. Your ballot looks pre-marked or has erasures on it.
5. A poll worker says that a machine is having problems.
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CHAIN OF CUSTODY
The following has been taken from the Blackboxvoting 2006Toolkit
(see 2008 BBV Toolkit for updates:
http://www.blackboxvoting.org/toolkit.html )
BACKGROUND
Goals: See if you can map out where each of the key parts of the voting system
are during the life cycle of the election. Identify who has access at each point and
what records are kept.
OBSERVING
Chain of custody applies to:
o Ballots
o Voting machines
o Memory cards
o Voting system peripherals, like voter cards and voter authentication
devices
o Election data (the path of the votes from the time they are cast until they
are counted and printed)
During the election:
o Are any memory cards or voting machines swapped during the election?
o Did technicians work on voting machines during the election?
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ROV HOTLINES
The RoV’s office receives calls all day on hotlines from voters asking questions,
from poll workers with non technical problems, and from poll workers with
technical problems.
Ask your RoV in advance what hotlines they will have, what problem or incident
logging they perform, and when (not if) you can observe. Frequently there will be
several hotlines and you will want to have observers listening to calls at all hotline
locations. The office may also receive email and fax reports on problems out in
the field.
The following is a list of what to notate if you are observing a hotline:
All calls the election office receives from the precincts asking for assistance
.
1. Which precinct did the call come from (write down the number)?
2. What was the problem?
3. Was a technician dispatched? How is the technician dispatched?
4. Did the technician take replacement machines to the precinct?
5. How long did it take to resolve the problem?
6. Is there a pattern such as repeated problems with machines or lack of ballots
or other patterns?
7. Is the technician a vendor or employee? Does more than one person go to
address machine malfunctions (this is the two person rule to provide checks and
balance)?
8. How long is a machine allowed to stay in service after a malfunction?
9. If a serious problem occurs, the county will not want observers to notice
because they don’t want word to get out that a problem occurred. If you are
wondering what is happening, ask questions and find out. If the calls are not
audible, ask that they be made audible. Tell the county that whispering is not
acceptable when observers need to hear what is going on – it is your right to
know!
This list is courtesy of Gail Work of the Election Integrity Committee for the CA
San Mateo Democratic Central Committee. g_work@earthlink.net
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INCIDENTS TO DOCUMENT for DREs
EQUIPMENT FAILURES
For all of the below be sure to note: Serial Numbers, Time of Day, and Precinct
Location
Machine failure
Blank screen, fails to power up, freezes, delays opening of polls, other.
Include serial number, length of any delays, and how problem was handled.
Machine records voter preference incorrectly
Pre-marks choice, differs from paper trail printout, switches vote to another
candidate on initial screen or in final summary screen - note the difference, voter
cannot change vote displayed, calibration problems on touch-screens, other.
Include serial#, and whether or not machine was taken out of service.
Voter access card problem
Times out, locks out voter, gets stuck or left in machine, other.
User interface issues
Screen has poor readability, flickering, dim, skipping, buttons stick, other.
Include serial number.
Language issues
Voter language not available, switches languages, translation problems, other.
Disabled access issues Wheelchair inaccessibility, audio, Braille, or
magnification inadequate or unusable, accessibility attachments don’t work,
machine gives person unable to use hands no means to vote, other. Include
serial number.
Security issues
Machines stored in unlocked location, memory cards not secured, machine
connected to telephone line or wire during Election Day, machine uses wireless
connection, seals broken or missing, other. Include serial number if possible.
Paper trail issues Printer jams, prints over previous entries, not visible, differs
from vote, other. Include serial number.
Ballot display issues on touch-screens
One or more candidates or questions are missing from the ballot displayed,
incorrect ballot is displayed, other. Include serial number.
Touch-screen fails to report that vote has been accepted
Error messages appear on the touch-screen
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Machine has incorrect time of day
Technicians, repairpersons working on one of the voting machines
BBV suggests…
• Note the name of any "rovers" or technicians who visit during the day. Whether
the procedures dictate this or not, request to see the identification of any
technicians or rovers, even if they are just asking questions rather than
servicing the equipment. (In 2004, fake technicians showed up in one
Washington state jurisdiction; poll workers obtained the license plate numbers
and phone numbers of each and submitted the information to the elections
office, where it was later retrieved by Black Box Voting.
Memory cards are replaced on Election Day (before, during or after
voting)
Machine does not print precinct results
Power outages
Most machines have battery backup. Note how long the batteries operate before
the machine shuts off.
VVPAT
Poll workers understand VVPATs, urge voters to review their VVPATs, explain
VVPATs and purpose of them. Make sure the VVPAT is visible to the voters.
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INCIDENTS TO DOCUMENT for Optical Scanners
EQUIPMENT FAILURES
For all of the below be sure to note: Serial Numbers, Time of Day, and Precinct
Location
Machine failure
Fails to power up, freezes, delays opening of polls, other.
Include serial number, length of any delays, and how problem was handled.
Security issues
Machines stored in unlocked location, memory cards not secured, machine
connected to telephone line or wire during Election Day, machine uses wireless
connection, seals broken or missing, other. Include serial number if possible.
Paper trail issues
Jams
Ballot issues on opti-scans
Ballot is already marked, scanner rejects ballot though ballot is in good order;
scanner mangles ballot, other. Include serial number.
Machine has incorrect time of day
Technicians, repairpersons working on one of the voting machines
BBV suggests…
Note the name of any "rovers" or technicians who visit during the day. Whether
the procedures dictate this or not, request to see the identification of any
technicians or rovers, even if they are just asking questions rather than servicing
the equipment.
(In 2004, fake technicians showed up in one Washington state jurisdiction; poll
workers obtained the license plate numbers and phone numbers of each and
submitted the information to the elections office, where it was later retrieved by
Black Box Voting.)
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POLL CLOSING
THE RULES
Secretary of State News Release KS04:078 of October 31, 2004 has the best
information on what the state allows poll watchers to do (see page 60 for full
press release):
Observers at polling places during the day are not allowed to film voters coming
or leaving the voting site and may not film inside the polling place while the polls
are open. There are exceptions, however, allowing for news media crews with
consent of the county elections official.
Observers can be inside polling places, however, and may observe
the roster of voters, watch the polling place being set up or closed at
the end of the day, and they may see voting procedures throughout
the day. They may not interfere with the work of the elections staff, nor may they
touch any voting materials, station themselves near where voters are casting
ballots or depositing their voted ballots, sit at the election board’s table, or
intimidate or impede the actions of board members or voters.
BACKGROUND
At the close of the polls, the results are to be posted on the outside of the polling
place. Although this is CA law, some of the voting machines have been state
certified even though they can’t print this out. An extra printer is required for each
polling place for the Sequoia DREs to print out their results. Not every RoV has
invested in this printer and the plans for how to comply with the law vary from
asking the SoS to waive the requirement to asking poll workers to hand copy
down the results and post them.
These results are important. They show the results that are on the memory cards
PRIOR to any transfer of the cards to other people in other places. Every transfer
has a potential for the card to be tampered with or swapped out for a planted
malicious alternate by a malicious poll worker. Thus, getting the results from the
polling place is key.
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POLL CLOSING RESULTS
One method to observe this final vote is to go around to every polling place and
write down the numbers and/or take a digital picture of the results. There are
pros and cons to this. While you will get the most accurate, unadulterated
information, the chances of getting all the information is slim. Once these tapes
are posted anyone can just pull them off the doors. An option to avoid this is to
organize a “last voter” group. This person waits to place the last vote at the
polling place and then waits for the results to be posted so they can be recorded.
If there are not enough people to be the last voter, people would have to be
organized to go to multiple polling places and copy down the results.
Another option is to do a Public Records Request AFTER the election asking for
copies of these polling place results tapes. Make sure to specify you want copies
of the original tapes. Otherwise they may generate new ones because they have
the memory cards close at hand, but the original tapes may be in an offsite
location like a warehouse.
Each tape is supposed to be signed by four precinct workers, so it would be
difficult, but not impossible, to manipulate. Seeing the original and asking for a
copy would add some assurance that you are really getting the results from that
polling place. The problem with this method is that it is expensive and time
consuming. You don’t get answers election night to check up on any
manipulation. The Public Records Request law is that they have 10 days to
acknowledge that you asked for information. There is no time limit on when they
provide the information. It could be after the election is certified, and then you
are out of luck.
Verified Voting has two good forms for documenting poll-closing activities:
http://www.verifiedvotingfoundation.org/downloads/PollClosingEDay.pdf 1
and

http://www.verifiedvotingfoundation.org/downloads/PollClosingEDay‐Supplement.pdf

2

1

If this page appears illegible, put the cursor at the end of address line and hit Enter.
If this page cannot be found, the dash symbol before the last word, “Supplement” is not
really a dash. Go up to the address line and delete what appears to be a dash before the
word “Supplement”, then insert a real dash: “-“ and hit Enter.

2
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OBSERVING AFTER THE POLLS CLOSE

CHAIN OF CUSTODY
The following has been taken from the Blackboxvoting 2006Toolkit
BACKGROUND
Goals: See if you can map out where each of the key parts of the voting system
are during the life cycle of the election. Identify who has access at each point and
what records are kept.
OBSERVING
Chain of custody applies to:
o Ballots
o Voting machines
o Memory cards
o Voting system peripherals, like voter cards and voter authentication
devices
o Election data (the path of the votes from the time they are cast until they
are counted and printed)

After the polls close
o Are the machine precinct counts posted at the polling place before putting
them into the central counting machine?
o On Election night, observe the handling of the ballot boxes (memory cards
/ cartridges). Could they be swapped? Watch to see if political party
operatives or vendors ever handle them.
o In many jurisdictions, election supplies and ballot boxes (memory cards /
cartridges) are taken to a drop-off point, called by various names. You will
find that almost no one watches what happens at the drop-off centers. Get
a list of the drop-off sites and go observe on election night. Can you track
chain of custody for memory cards, supplies, machines, and peripherals?
Here is a videotape taken at a drop-off point. Could you spot if there was a
memory card swap here? http://www.bbvdocs.org/videos/inthedark.mpg
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o Taxi cabs, political observers or truck drivers transporting ballot boxes
(memory cards / cartridges) from the polling place to the elections division
on election night
o Are observers allowed to see all of the rooms where ballot box (memory
cards, cartridges) processing is taking place?
o Are observers allowed to watch check-in of cartridges and memory cards?
o Did technicians work on the central tabulator during the vote count?
o Were there any problems with modems or data transmission on election
night?
During the week after the election:
o Where are the ballots kept?
o Who has access to the ballot vault, at what hours, and how is access
logged or recorded?
o During recounts, who has access to programming the machines for
recount?
o Who has access to ballots?
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CENTRAL COUNTING
THE RULES
Secretary of State News Release KS04:078 of October 31, 2004 (p. 60) has the
best information on what the state allows poll watchers to do.
Operations at the central vote counting centers in the counties are also open to
public view under state law. Observers are prohibited from touching any ballot
containers and access to the area where computer-processing equipment is
operated may be restricted to persons authorized by the elections official. Often,
that equipment is in a secured area with windows through which observers may
oversee the counting activity. Persons wishing to observe the election operations
should check in with the elections official and obtain whatever necessary
clearances and badges that are issued by the county.
In addition, the new re-certification conditions specify that, “The security
procedures must permit representatives to observe at a legible distance the
contents of the display on the vote tabulating computer or device.” This is item
#24 in the Sequoia recertification document and is in the documents for all of the
other machines.
BACKGROUND
Polls close at 8pm. It takes at least 2.0 hours for the precinct results to make it to
the central count facility – 1 hour or more to close the precinct, then go to the
interim collection point - if there is one, then from the collection point to the
central facility.
There will be some results posted very quickly – within the hour of the polls
closing. These are from the vote by mail ballots. Then there will be a long time
with no results until the cards come in.
If you expect to be able to actually see the votes being totaled, you will be very
disappointed. All you will see is a room full of computers. Nevertheless, there are
things to watch for and document.

THE NUMBER ONE THING TO ASK YOUR ROV TO SHOW YOU
Ask them to show you that the system is NOT connected to the
internet. A simple way to do this is to have them ping Google. If the
ping is accepted, the system is on the internet. This is an election
code violation and is very serious.
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WHAT TO DOCUMENT
o Videotape, photograph or write down a detailed description of machines
and peripherals.
o Keep a written audit log. Jot down the time and notes every five minutes.
After the election, ask for the official event logs of the night and see if they
agree.
o If there is a significant event, document and call reporters.
o Names and positions of every person who enters the counting room.
o Names and positions of every person who touches the counting machine.
o Handling and processing of memory cards or cartridges.
o Times and circumstances when you see conferences or huddles. Be
alerted if someone attempts to distract you while this is happening.
o Interim reports. Do the results for any candidate go down when more
votes come in? Actions of official party observers. Log the names of the
partisan observers.
o Actions of official party observers. Log the names and affiliations of the
partisan observers.
o If results are being shown on a monitor or screen, periodically write down
certain races to track if the numbers are going down in between the times
that the interim reports come out.
o As poll workers bring the reports and memory cards back to election
center, notice and log the following:
LOADING THE POLLING PLACE RESULTS
Verified Voting suggests documenting the following
o Do HQ Poll workers check the seals when they receive the envelopes
containing the reports and the memory cards? What happens to the
envelopes? Are they tracked?
o Do HQ Poll workers register the number of cards indicated in handwriting
on the envelope?
o What happens to the Zero Total Reports and the End of Day Precinct
Totals Report inside the envelopes? Are they removed, saved, logged?
Are the totals tracked?
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o What happens to the memory cards after the HQ Poll Worker breaks the
seal? What recording does the HQ Poll Worker do? Are the cards counted
(there should be one for every DRE)? By whom? How many times? What
happens to the accumulator card containing the precinct totals?
o Does the HQ poll worker check or verify the serial numbers or any other
identifying information on the memory cards?
o What happens if none of the cards in an envelope contains the
accumulated totals? Is the accumulation process performed on a machine
at HQ? Are all the cards from the precinct kept together?
o Observe whether data from "accumulator" cards is uploaded to the central
computer. Does someone track which precincts have been transmitted by
modem and which are to be uploaded from the cards?
EQUIPMENT FAILURES
o Vendor employees working with the equipment especially the tabulator.
Beware of technicians fixing “glitches” after 8 p.m.
o Memory cards won’t upload
o Computer crashes
o The tabulator computer is turned off or the screen is blanked
o Technicians working on the voting system during the count
PROCEDURAL FAILURES
You are not allowed to have all of the results reports (typically run every 30
minutes). Observers need to ask for these reports and will hopefully receive
them in a timely manner.
ISSUES/IRREGULARITIES
Problems with observing: (Note if these happen)
o You are not allowed to see the computer screen of the central tabulator.
o You cannot see who is in the counting room.
o Some of the processing and tabulation takes place in rooms you cannot
see.
o You cannot find out if there are other networked machines, or if so, you
cannot get access to observe them.
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o You can’t see who is handling memory cards, cartridges or disks.
o They won’t tell you the names of the people who are tabulating and
processing votes.
WHAT TO ASK ABOUT
If you see someone working on the machines, you can ask:
Who’s that?
How come he’s…?
What is he doing?
What did he just put in that machine?
Where is he taking that?
Where do those cables go?
Where are the vendor people?
Note any computers with Internet connections. The tabulator is NOT allowed to
be connected to the Internet. It is best if no Internet connection is even near the
tabulator.
Equipment may be connected to some kind of network. 15004 observers should
verify what network they are connected to.
Interim reports during counting –
Do the results for any candidate go down when more votes come in?
Submit a written request for the audit logs and system event logs for the evening.
Compare the computer logs with your own “human audit logs”
Verified Voting suggests the following:
If possible, observe the entire day of operations at the central election office. If
the law in your state allows this, insist on it. Log anything out of the ordinary, and
log the names of the relevant people.
Ask if technicians have been required to take the same oath as poll workers to
conduct a legal election.
Monitor and log calls for assistance the election office receives from the
precincts:
1. Which precinct did the call come from?
2. What is the problem?
3. Was a technician dispatched?
4. How is the technician dispatched?
5. Did the technician take replacement machines to the precinct
6. How long did it take to resolve the problem?
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Observe tabulator and room security. Take notes.
Ask where the modems are. (Not all counties use them.)
Use binoculars if needed, to observe the tabulator screen. Write any error
messages down in your notebook, noting the time. If the program suddenly
disappears (program crash) or the computer crashes, note the time and file a
public records request for the audit log.
Carefully observe disk management.
1.

If any pre-opened disk is put into the tabulator, ask first that the disk be
brought out to demonstrate that it has nothing on it.

2.

Use a notebook to record the procedures for transferring interim vote totals
to the county Web site. Do election officials recycle disks between the
central tabulator and other computers? If so make a note of the time and
the person doing so.

3.

Is the Web upload computer networked? If so, ask where the other
networked computers are, observe who is sitting at them, and write down
names and employers.

4.

Write down the setup of the central tabulator. Where do the cables and
wires lead? Ask about this. Are multiple tabulators networked together? If
so, ask where the computer is that houses the final combined program.
Make sure you can see it, and make a note of who touches every tabulator
on the network.

5.

Watch to see if all polling places are uploaded into the central computer.
Sometimes the trouble spots are held to the end, when observers are less
vigilant. Sometimes they can't be uploaded at all.

[Thanks to Roxanne Jekot, Co-Founder of CountTheVote.org, Lillie Coney at the
National Committee for Voting Integrity, the NAACP, and to the experts at
BlackBoxVoting.org for contributions to this section.]

BALLOT RE-WRITING
County elections officials regularly rewrite ballots that have stray marks or are
illegible. They determine as best they can what the voter intent is and re-write it
on a ballot that is then fed into the scanner to read the vote. Such mismarked
ballots can come either from a rare polling place where the scanner stopped
working or from vote by mail.
This operation should be done in full view of anyone who wants to watch. The
original ballot should also be saved.
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1% MANUAL TALLY
WHO CAN OBSERVE
General public
State Election code 15004 allows the county central committee of each qualified
political party to have present two specialists or engineers to be in attendance at
any or all phases of the election.
BACKGROUND
This is your chance to actually see votes counted.
The 1% Manual Tally, often called the 1% Manual Audit, is required by law in
California. The election code does not detail how it should be performed. As of
2012 there is a “statistical audit” used instead of the 1% and this will usually take
a smaller sample size for the audit.
What a 1% audit tells you statistically will NOT be discussed in this document.
In Alameda County, the Citizen Advisory Group subcommittee worked on the
procedures for choosing the precincts to audit and the ballots to audit. The
following is from this document.
http://www.countedascast.com/docs/Principles-Criteria-For-Random-Audit.pdf
RECOMMENDED PRINCIPLES & CRITERIA FOR 1% MANUAL
TALLY FOR FUTURE ELECTIONS IN ALAMEDA COUNTY
I. The purpose of the hand count of the 1% sample is “to verify the accuracy of
the automated count.” We understand this to mean that it should be a genuine
and independent test or audit of the accuracy and completeness of the official
Statement of the Vote.
II. The 1% sample should be selected and the audit carried out only after all
counting of ballots is complete and a preliminary Statement of Vote is completed.
No changes should be made to the Statement of Vote until the 1% audit is
completed; the SoV should be “frozen” before the random sample is selected and
the audit is begun. Request a copy of the preliminary Statement of Vote prior to
the audit.
III. The categories from which the 1% hand count are selected and counted
should be exactly the same as the categories reported by the Registrar of Voters
in the Election Summary Report and in the preliminary and official Final Reports
and Statements of Vote.
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In the future, we anticipate that the two distinct categories would be (i) votes cast
at the polling place (on touch screens and/or scanned at the polling place) and
sorted and stored by precinct; and (ii) paper ballots counted centrally (on centralcount optical scan machines) and sorted and stored by batches. That way each
and every vote cast in the election would belong to one of two distinct categories,
be reported as belonging to one of these categories and be available to be
sampled as a member of one of the two categories.
IV. Every vote cast should have at least a 1% chance of being drawn and hand
counted in the sample. Therefore, all ballots cast at the polls and all paper ballots
should be sampled.
V. The method of selecting samples should be fair, open to public observation
and inspection and easy to understand and verify. It should be random and
understood to be so by the general public. This report proposes a process for
sample selection based on a public throwing of special dice. The method is
described in item 2 below.
NOTE: Subsequent to this report being published, it was determined that using
ping pong balls would be preferred to dice so that no connotations of gambling
would be involved.
IX. The Registrar of Votes should consider in advance how to handle any
discrepancies that may be discovered during the 1% audit.
Some of the BRENNAN CENTER RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Audit
o Using a highly transparent random selection mechanism (see the 2nd
point, below), the voter-verified paper records for a small percentage of all
voting machines in the State are selected for auditing.
o The audit would include a tally of spoiled ballots (in the case of VVPAT,
the number of cancellations recorded), overvotes, and undervotes.
Transparent Random Selection Process
If a selection process for auditing is to be trustworthy and trusted, ideally:
o The whole process will be publicly observable or videotaped;
o The random selection will be publicly verifiable, i.e., anyone observing will
be able to verify that the sample was chosen randomly (or at least that the
number selected is not under the control of any small number of people)…
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OBSERVE CHOICE OF PRECINCTS TO AUDIT
1. What method was used to ensure the choice of precincts was random?
2. Were the precincts to audit chosen prior to the close of polls or after the close
of polls? Note date and time.
3. Was the choice done publicly and in a transparent fashion?
4. If there were multiple races and/or ballot measures on the same Ballot, was a
separate 1% (or statistical) audit performed for each race and measure, with a
separate random selection of precincts?

OBSERVE THE 1% TALLY IN GENERAL
1. Ask at the audit for the list of precincts being recounted and confirm that they
appear to be a random spread across the county.
2. To what results are the manual tally compared? Do the counters know in
advance what the machine count was? It should be a blind count.
3. As the audit is being performed, choose a race and ask to see the manual tally
for that race for all the precincts that were audited for that race and the count to
which it was to be compared. Note down the results and check against the results
coming out of the central tabulator.
4. Were the vote by mail ballots audited? Were they tied to the precincts or
audited as a separate category?
5. How does the county staff handle a manual count that does not match the
machine count? Ask for procedures. Watch to see if this is happening during the
count and observe what is done. Usually there is some discrepancy and further
investigation is warranted however very few, if any, counties ever show these
discrepancies or investigate the root cause.
OBSERVE THE 100% HAND COUNT FOR DREs
1. Was the VVPAT paper roll used? For DREs, the VVPAT paper roll must be
used. In the June 2006 primary some counties tried and some actually did just
use an 8.5 x 11 printout of the ballots. This is an election code violation.
2. Was special equipment used to go through the VVPAT paper roll? Were the
ballot rolls cut into individual ballots and then sorted and tallied?
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3. How was the tally performed – did one person read the results and two people
tallied? Was there a person watching that what was read out was read out
correctly?
4. When was the audit performed – date and time?
5. Did the audit include a tally of spoiled ballots (in the case of VVPAT, the
number of cancellations recorded), overvotes, and undervotes?
6. Was there a statistical examination of anomalies, such as higher than
expected cancellations or undervotes and overvotes conducted?
From the Brennan Center Report: The Machinery of Democracy: Voting System
Security, Accessibility, Usability, and Cost, page 27:
http://brennan.3cdn.net/cb325689a9bbe2930e_0am6b09p4.pdf
The Security Report details countermeasures that should allow jurisdictions to
catch this attack. Specifically, even if only a small percentage of voters notice that
a machine has misrecorded their vote, there should be an unusually large
number of “cancellations” on the paper trail. A jurisdiction that recorded and then
reviewed the number of cancellations during a 2% audit would find enough
evidence of problems to identify a problem and understand that further
investigation was warranted.
Note: this citation relates to a state other than California.
See page 62, below, for relevant election codes.
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RECONCILIATION AND ANOMALIES - SUMMARY
1.

Number of registered voters per county vs. number of voters total

2.

Number of registered voters per precinct vs. number of voters

3.

Results posted at polling site vs. published numbers per precinct

4.

Summation of results posted at polling site vs. summation of individual
memory cards

5.

Summation of individual memory card results vs. central tabulator results

6.

Anomalies in number of spoiled/redone votes on VVPAT machines, per
machine

7.

Anomalies in number of spoiled/redone votes on VVPAT machines, per
precinct

8.

Anomalies in spread of precincts chosen for 1% manual tally

9.

1% manual tally sheet errors

10.

1% manual tally sheet vs. precinct results sheet vs. published precinct
results sheet

11.

Check for patterns of inactive voters who have been taken off the rolls.

12.
Check for patterns of provisional voters with an increase in certain
precincts or certain party or other demographics.
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RECONCILIATION AND ANOMALIES - DETAIL
1. Number of registered voters per county vs. number of voters total
You need to get a report of the number of registered voters by county and by
precinct. 10/22/12 is the last day to register to vote in California. The RoV should
have a report ready soon after.
a) Compare the number of registered voters before the election and
actually voted total
b) Were there more votes than people registered in any precinct in the
county?
c) Did the number of registered voters by precinct and by party and
county totals change from the 10/22 numbers to the actual Election Day?
2. Number of registered voters per precinct vs. number of voters
You need to get a report of the number of registered voters by county and by
precinct. 10/22/12 is the last day to register to vote in California. The RoV should
have a report ready soon after.
a) Compare the number of registered voters before the election and
actually voted total.
b) Does the voter turnout make sense given what you know about past
trends and the number of registered voters?
c) Were there more votes than people registered in any precinct in the
county?
d) Do some precincts have unusual turnouts given the statewide or
countywide average turnout?
e) Did the number of registered voters by precinct and by party and
county totals change from the 10/22 numbers to the actual Election Day?
3. Results posted at polling site vs. published numbers per precinct
Compare the results and see if they agree. Follow up with RoV if the numbers do
not agree. The results posted at the polling place have not had a chance to be
manipulated so they are the most accurate pictures you can get of the votes as
cast.
4. Summation of results posted at polling site vs. summation of individual memory
cards
This checks to see if the cards have been changed and if the tabulation works
properly.
5. Summation of individual memory card results vs. central tabulator results
This checks that the central tabulator is working properly. If the database of
results from each precinct has been changed, this should spot it.
6. Anomalies in number of spoiled votes on VVPAT machines, per machine
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The number of rejected DRE votes from the VVPAT is number of times that a
voter re-voted. Keep track by machine, by polling place. Look for some machines
or polling places with more errors than others. Ask to have these recounted –
these are the machines most likely to be tampered with.
7. Anomalies in number of spoiled votes on VVPAT machines, per precinct
The number of rejected DRE votes from the VVPAT is number of times that a
voter re-voted. Keep track by machine, by polling place. Look for some machines
or polling places with more errors than others. Ask to have the whole precinct
recounted. This precinct may have been tampered with.
8. Anomalies in spread of precincts chosen for 1% manual tally
Check that the precincts are spread out all around the county. In 2005, Alameda
County randomly chose 8 precincts and 5 of them were in Berkeley. The
statistical chance of that happening is very small.
9. 1% manual tally sheet errors
You will probably have to do a public records request to see the tally sheets. You
don’t need copies of everything – you can look over the material and decide what
to copy. There could easily be 1000 sheets if you want to copy everything. Check
that the tally marks equal the results written as a number and the results written
out in words, for example: Precinct 12345 Governor ten xxxxxxxxxx 10. All
should match.
10. 1% manual tally sheet vs. precinct results sheet vs. published precinct results
sheet
Check that the results on the tally sheet actually match the statement of vote
sheet.
RECORDS and REPORTS WE WOULD LIKE ROVS TO KEEP
1. While doing the audit of the DRE VVPAT, the RoV should keep count of the
number of spoiled votes by machine and by polling place
2. Number of unreadable paper ballots that require the RoV staff to fix or redo to
make them machine-readable.
3. Individual machine and polling place results of votes cast at the polls FROM
THE MEMORY CARDS – by opti-scan, by DRE, total – posted on the internet in a
format that can be used, such as Excel .xls or .csv.
See page 62 for relevant election codes on what RoVs are supposed to
reconcile.
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ELECTION RECOUNTS
(This was originally written for a particular race by Gail Work, Chair – Election
Integrity Committee of the San Mateo County Democratic Central Committee, CA
g_work@earthlink.net)
The following is very time sensitive and must be done ASAP for election
protection. The goal here is to identify and prevent any possible "slush funds" of
ballots that could be used to fill in gaps and increase or reduce election tally
totals or balance an audit that does not reconcile (for the record most audits do
NOT reconcile at all until damaged ballots are used to fill in the numeric
discrepancies, this is a disturbing pattern). Another key goal is to identify
evidence that can be used to overturn the election results by gathering and
analyzing these critical documents. The same steps need to be taken for the
electronic records which can show any interruptions or potential erasures to the
electronic counting or missing ballot batches. Those with malicious intent will also
be pursuing these documents. Our campaign needs the same information and
the earlier the better to allow less time for tampering.
State laws vary considerably. Some of the legal protections allowed in California
may not apply in other states. And the support from the Secretary of State’s
office could depend somewhat on partisanship and other political factors. Also,
some of the terms or titles used will vary and often the elections office will create
barriers to accessing information by refusing to acknowledge what documents
are being requested, i.e. they may go by different names. One way to get around
this is to ask many questions, such as “What do you call the personnel who travel
across the county maintaining the voting machines on election day? What do you
call the records they use to record trouble reports? “ Once you have verified that
the trouble reports are called “Field Tech Logs” then you know what to ask for.
(This is the term used in San Mateo County, CA. The name varies widely.)
Bev Harris is highly recommended as the best analyst in the country for elections.
Bring her onboard as she is the best available is she has time.

PAPER RECORDS
* Have attorneys go after key documents in counties to protect your race. A team
of attorneys can go after these statewide to cover all the critical counties and
those most suspect, then work with the Secretary of State and field organizers to
pursue those counties that don't cooperate. This is a separate and most critical
function apart from having attorneys and observers in the field.
The County Clerks and Registrars have the following information and it must be
secured immediately to protect chain of custody and prevent a longer opportunity
for tampering.
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Most critical to get now for tracking paper records:
A) Unsealed ballot boxes: If you want quick evidence of potential tampering, go
to Republican counties and look for unsealed ballot boxes and videotape the
broken seals. These are always found, as it is very common to have unsealed
ballot boxes. If state law allows for it, be sure to videotape any interactions with
the elections office, as they will likely try to block access to sensitive information.
Reference Bev Harris of Black Box Voting for history of elections where results
have been thrown out due to ballot boxes being unsealed.
B) Ballot reconciliation logs and voter roster signature books for all precincts
C) Provisional ballots: the number per precinct, the number that are counted, the
number that are thrown out, and the specific reasons why. The discrepancy in
these numbers will indicate where problems could be, this is an area that is very
gray and can make the difference between winning and losing when the tally is
close. In the very close Attorney General race by Kamala Harris in California
November 2010 observers stayed very close in watching the handling of
provisional ballots and were able to get a high percentage of acceptance of these
ballots due to the many eyes watching. Social science proves that processes
are done more carefully when observers are watching. We find in California that
the counties with the most problems regularly show the higher number of
provisional ballots, for example, Los Angeles County is one of our worst counties
for election integrity. Despite the fact that it’s the largest and most important in
the state it consistently shows very high numbers of provisional ballots.
D) Absentee ballots: the number per precinct, the number that are counted, the
number that are thrown out, and the specific reasons why.
E) Damaged ballots: the number per precinct and the number counted.
Compare to other counties and states to define a norm. Often the damaged
ballots are used to make up discrepancies in audit counts. Keep an
eye on this. In California damaged ballots are duplicated. Therefore, they are
easier to manipulate and harder for the observer to keep track of. Tampering
with them is possibly after hours when observers have been dismissed. Keep
track of traffic and activity after hours in counties where poll numbers didn’t line
up with tally results.
F) Certificates of completion (election code section 14107)
G) Field Tech Logs that show all the problem reports across the county. Local
issues we see are ballot shortages (a chronic issue), machine breakdowns,
broken machines kept in service, rebooting of machines which raises the concern
about erased memory, overstuffed ballot boxes (not enough room to keep ballots
secure).
H) The state ballot order records per county show how many ballots were
ordered, this can be requested from the Secretary of State's office. Compare
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them to the number of ballots counted and number of voters registered.
Comparing ballot numbers with number of voters can quickly show discrepancies
and can be done quickly across the counties. Unfortunately, if those numbers
from the state are aggregated into only one category (we would like to see
categories of provisional ballots, provisional envelopes, absentee ballots, poll
ballots) as they are in California, then they may not be useful.
When records requests for county ballot orders have been done in the past for
Los Angeles county, it was discovered that the county did not track types of
ballots separately, such as regular, provisional, absentee, damaged, and
"emergency" (these emergency ballots have been a Los Angeles anomaly,
creating a slush fund of ballots in that county).

ELECTRONIC RECORDS
The following are the most critical to secure for tracking electronic records (these
should all be given to you electronically and in a format that allows analysis, ex.
Excel, no pdfs. Hostile Registrars will give you pdfs to prevent access to the
data):
A) Main Directory listing of the central tabulator and file allocation table copied
into a form that can easily be copied onto a blank CD or memory stick. THIS IS
THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT BECAUSE IT
WILL SHOW THE FILE DIRECTORY. THEN YOU CAN PICK AND CHOOSE
WHAT YOU WANT TO SEE. JUST ASK FOR THIS ONE DIRECTORY IF YOU
EXPECT ANY RESISTANCE FROM THE COUNTY ELECTION OFFICIALS.
THEN FOLLOW UP WITH THE MORE SPECIFIC REQUEST.
B) The audit logs of all machines in all precincts, audit logs from the precinct
gear, the central tabulator, any audit logs that are produced from those machines.
(Observers can watch this process and ask that numbered seals (record the
numbers) be used to re-seal the machines after the audit logs are downloaded
from the test machine)
C) Export of the Windows Event Log to a text file.
D) Contents of the PCMCIA memory pack cards
The election database analysis that Bev Harris has developed is one of the most
potent election protection tools available. It can quickly assess if major problems
have occurred with an electronic history attached. However these database file
requests are often blocked, keep copies of rejected requests as these can help
policy makers understand that our elections are being privatized. It can be useful
in gathering evidence and work in parallel with attorney efforts. UPDATE
November 2011: For the Hart Intercivic voting systems, these databases are now
controlled by the company and we are not able to get copies for independent
analysis.
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PRIORITIZING
There is so much to see and do. What is the most important and why? Here we
need to go back to our original motivations for observing:
1. I want to make sure the count is accurate.
2. I want to catch the staff making a mistake so I can nail them.
3. I want the bad guys to know there are observers so they won’t try
anything.
4. I want to make sure the laws are followed.
5. I want to collect evidence.
Prioritizing in large part depends on the motivations. The following is a
discussion of each of the main areas covered in this document and why it can be
of high or low importance. Given your level of time commitment and knowledge,
you can make an informed choice of where to best put your efforts.
Observing preparation and operation of tabulation devices,
programming, and testing.
High priority, high time commitment, very specialized person. All 5 reasons
above can apply.
Observing logic and accuracy testing
Low to medium priority. The testing itself is superficial. It’s a good way to look at
the machines in advance, especially if you have not been a poll worker before
and don’t plan to be in November. The main reason for observing here is #3.
Also data can be gathered here that might be useful for best practices
discussions with RoVs in the future.
Observing vote by mail ballot processing
Medium priority. In Alameda County, 50% of the votes are vote by mail. But what
you will really be able to observe is limited. The most important thing you can
see here is the chain of custody of the ballots. See if it would be easy to
misplace or lose trays of ballots.
Poll worker training
Medium to low priority. A few people should go, not a lot, just to see what is done
and how much hands-on time a poll worker really has with the machines to learn
how to handle them. It is also useful to see if there is a lot of propaganda in the
training re. Paper vs. paperless voting and if there is anything taught that is an
election code violation. This is a #4 and a #5 item.
Observing poll set up
Low to medium priority. You will most likely upset the poll workers and make
them very nervous. Must be able to get up very early in the morning. If your
county is using new equipment for the first time, this is a time when lots of
problems happen that would be good to document.
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Observing voting at the polls
High priority. All of the above reasons, especially #1. Best done as a poll worker.
Observing poll close
High priority. Here is your chance to get the fresh data on results, to see if there
are reconciliation problems between number of votes and number of people who
signed into to vote, etc. All of the above reasons, especially #1 and very
important for reconcile.
Observing chain of custody
Medium. This is definitely a #3 – let them know you are watching. There are
areas you might not be allowed into to see what is going on.
Observing central counting
High. You need to be able to commit to stay up all night for this. Given that you
sit around and watch computers, you can’t do much about #1. But you can be on
the alert for vendor technicians, anomalous interim results etc. Everyone thinks
the main reason for this is #1, and when votes were hand-counted, it was. Now it
is more a #3. Keep them on their toes. Some people with highly specialized
knowledge may know some things to look for.
Observe 1% manual tally
High. This takes several days so there should be many people to do this and
show up randomly to check on activities. This is supposed to be our main
safeguard and it is our only chance to really see people counting votes. The
DREs are particularly hard to hand tally and #4 is an important reason for doing
this. Clerks and officials may try to bypass the law and make it easier on
themselves to count. With no one watching, there is nothing to stop them.
All reconciliation/anomaly activities
High. What is done by the elections officials and is mandatory under the law are
two different things. Not enough attention is paid here, yet this is where the
rubber hits the road. A dedicated team should be in place ready to do analysis
and report results as soon as they can. Computers and people that can handle
large files and quantities of data are needed, as are people who are good at nitpicking details and reviewing spreadsheets of data.
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CALIFORNIA ELECTION CODES
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/calawquery?codesection=elec

OBSERVING EQUIPMENT
15003. Elections officials shall adopt semifinal official and official canvass procedures to conform
to the applicable voting system procedures that have been approved by the Secretary of State.
These procedures shall be available for public inspection no later than 29 days before each
election.
15004. (a) Each qualified political party may employ, and may have present at the central
counting place or places, not more than two representatives to check and review the preparation
and operation of the tabulating devices, their programming and testing, and have the
representatives in attendance at any or all phases of the election.
(b) Any bona fide association of citizens or a media organization may employ, and may have
present at the central counting place or places, not more than two representatives to check and
review the preparation and operation of the tabulating devices, their programming and testing,
and have the representatives in attendance at any or all phases of the election.
(c) The county elections official may limit the total number of representatives employed pursuant
to subdivision (b) in attendance to no more than 10 by a manner in which each interested bona
fide association of citizens or media organization has an equal opportunity to participate. Any
representatives employed and in attendance pursuant to subdivision (a) shall not be subject to the
limit specified in this subdivision.
19320. Before preparing a voting machine for any general election, the elections official shall
mail written notice to the chairperson of the county central committee of at least two of the
principal political parties, stating the time and place where machines will be prepared. At the
specified time one representative of each of the political parties shall be afforded an opportunity to
see that the machines are in proper condition for use in the election.
The party representatives shall be sworn to perform faithfully their duties but shall not interfere
with the officials or assume any of their duties. When a machine has been so examined by the
representatives, it shall be sealed with a numbered metal seal. The representatives shall certify
to the number of the machines, whether all of the counters are set at zero (000), and the number
registered on the protective counter and on the seal.

OBSERVING VOTE BY MAIL BALLOT PROCESSING
15104. (a) The processing of vote by mail ballot return envelopes, and the processing and
counting of vote by mail ballots shall be open to the public, both prior to and after the election.
(b) Any member of the county grand jury, and at least one member each of the Republican
county central committee, the Democratic county central committee, and of any other party with a
candidate on the ballot, and any other interested organization, shall be permitted to observe and
challenge the manner in which the vote by mail ballots are handled, from the processing of vote
by mail ballot return envelopes through the counting and disposition of the ballots.
(c) The elections official shall notify vote by mail voter observers and the public at least 48 hours
in advance of the dates, times, and places where vote by mail ballots will be processed and
counted.
(d) Vote by mail voter observers shall be allowed sufficiently close access to enable them to
observe the vote by mail ballot return envelopes and the signatures thereon and challenge
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whether those individuals handling vote by mail ballots are following established procedures,
including all of the following:
(1) Verifying signatures and addresses on the vote by mail ballot return envelopes by comparing
them to voter registration information.
(2) Duplicating accurately damaged or defective ballots.
(3) Securing vote by mail ballots to prevent tampering with them before they are counted on
election day.
(e) A vote by mail voter observer shall not interfere with the orderly processing of vote by mail
ballot return envelopes or processing and counting of vote by mail ballots, including touching or
handling of the ballots.

RUNNING OUT OF BALLOTS
14299. (a) If a precinct board is unable to furnish a ballot to a qualified voter because there is an
insufficient number of ballots at the precinct, the elections official shall deliver to the precinct
additional ballots to ensure that all eligible voters can cast their ballots within two hours.
(b) While awaiting the delivery of additional ballots, the precinct board shall provide each voter
with the option of casting his or her vote immediately using an alternative procedure established
prior to the election or waiting for the delivery of the additional ballots.
(c) The alternative procedure required by this section shall be subject to approval by the
Secretary of State. The elections official shall submit the alternative procedure to the Secretary of
State for approval by a date to be determined by the Secretary of State.

RELEVANT RE-CERTIFICATION CONDITIONS
These are the same in the re-certification for Sequoia and ES&S.
For Sequoia, pp. 9 and 12 at: http://www.sos.ca.gov/votingsystems/vendors/sequoia/sequoia-31012-revision-1209.pdf
For ES&S, pp. 5 and 8 at: http://www.sos.ca.gov/votingsystems/vendors/ess/ess-optical-scan-conditions-120707.pdf
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OBSERVING AT THE POLLING PLACE
http://www.sos.ca.gov/admin/press-releases/prior/2004/04_078.pdf
Secretary of State News Release KS04:078 of October 31, 2004
Secretary of State Kevin Shelley Clarifies
Election Observer Rules
Elections are Public, but Access May Be Restricted to Allow Officials to Do Jobs
SACRAMENTO -- Secretary of State Kevin Shelley today clarified what
election observers are allowed to do and urged compliance with the state and
county needs as ballots are cast, transported and returned for tallying on election
night.
“State law provides that all steps of the election process be open to the public,
and we would want it no other way,” Shelley said. “However, there have to be
reasonable compromises to allow for physical logistics and to prevent the
interruption of the ballot casting or counting processes.”
Observers at polling places during the day are not allowed to film voters coming
or leaving the voting site and may not film inside the polling place while the polls
are open. There are exceptions, however, allowing for news media crews with
consent of the county elections official.
Observers can be inside polling places, however, and may observe
the roster of voters, watch the polling place being set up or closed at
the end of the day, and they may see voting procedures throughout
the day. They may not interfere with the work of the elections staff, nor may they
touch any voting materials, station themselves near where voters are casting
ballots or depositing their voted ballots, sit at the election board’s table, or
intimidate or impede the actions of board members or voters. Electioneering rules
apply to them as well.
Operations at the central vote counting centers in the counties are also open to
public view under state law. Observers are prohibited from touching any ballot
containers and access to the area where computer-processing equipment is
operated may be restricted to persons authorized by the elections official. Often,
that equipment is in a secured area with windows through which observers may
oversee the counting activity. Persons wishing to observe the election operations
should check in with the elections official and obtain whatever necessary
clearances and badges that are issued by the county.
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OBSERVING THE COUNT
15204. All proceedings at the central counting place, or counting places, if applicable, shall be
open to the view of the public but no person, except one employed and designated for the
purpose by the elections official or his or her authorized deputy, shall touch any ballot container.
Access to the area where electronic data processing equipment is being operated may be
restricted to those persons authorized by the elections official.
19380. During the reading of the result of votes cast, any candidate or watcher who may desire to
be present shall be admitted to the polling place. The proclamation of the result of the votes cast
shall be distinctly announced by the precinct board who shall read the name of each candidate, or
the designating number and letter of his or her counter, and the vote registered on the counter.
The board shall also read the vote cast for and against each measure submitted. The board shall
not count votes cast for write-in candidates, but shall have these counted by the elections official.
During the proclamation ample opportunity shall be given to any person lawfully present to
compare the result so announced with the counter dials of the machine, and any necessary
corrections shall then and there be made by the precinct board, after which the doors of the voting
machine shall be closed and locked. … If the machine is provided with a recording device, the
alternate procedures in Section 19370 may be used.

POLL CLOSING
19370. As soon as the polls are closed, the precinct board, in the presence of the watchers and
all others lawfully present, shall immediately lock the voting machine against voting and open the
counting compartments, giving full view of all counter numbers. A board member shall, in the
order of the offices as their titles are arranged on the machine, read and distinctly announce the
name or designating number and letter on each counter for each candidate's name and the result
as shown by the counter numbers. He or she shall also in the same manner announce the vote
on each measure.
If the machine is provided with a recording device, in lieu of opening the counter compartment,
the precinct board shall proceed to operate the mechanism to produce the statement of return of
votes cast record in a minimum of three copies, remove the irregular ballot, if any, record on the
statement of return of votes cast record. The irregular ballot shall be attached to the statement of
result record of votes cast for the machine and become a part thereof. One copy of the statement
of return of votes cast for each machine shall be posted upon the outside wall of the precinct for
all to see. … The statement of return of votes cast for each machine for the precinct shall
constitute the precinct statement of result of votes cast.

19384. The precinct board shall, before it adjourns, post conspicuously on the outside of the
polling place a copy of the result of the votes cast at the polling place. The copy of the result shall
be signed by the members of the precinct board. …
If the machine is provided with a recording device, the statement of result of votes cast
produced by operating its mechanism may be considered the "result of the votes cast" at the
polling place.
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1% MANUAL TALLY
336.5 One percent manual tally" is the public process of manually tallying votes in 1 percent of the
precincts, selected at random by the elections official, and in one precinct for each race not
included in the randomly selected precincts. This procedure is conducted during the official
canvass to verify the accuracy of the automated count.
15360. (a) During the official canvass of every election in which a voting system is used, the
official conducting the election shall conduct a public manual tally of the ballots tabulated by those
devices, including vote by mail ballots, using either of the following methods:
(1) (A) A public manual tally of the ballots, including vote by mail ballots, cast in 1 percent of the
precincts chosen at random by the elections official. If 1 percent of the precincts is less than one
whole precinct, the tally shall be conducted in one precinct chosen at random by the elections
official.
(B) (i) In addition to the 1 percent manual tally, the elections official shall, for each race not
included in the initial group of precincts, count one additional precinct. The manual tally shall
apply only to the race not previously counted.
(ii) Additional precincts for the manual tally may be selected at the discretion of the elections
official.
19253. (a) On a direct recording electronic voting system, the electronic record of each
vote shall be considered the official record of the vote, except as provided in subdivision
(b) (1) The voter verified paper audit trail shall be considered the official paper audit
record and shall be used for the required 1-percent manual tally described in Section
15360 and any full recount.
(2) The voter verified paper audit trail shall govern if there is any difference between it
and the electronic record during a 1-percent manual tally or full recount.

RECONCILIATION OF ELECTIONS
15302. The official canvass shall include, but not be limited to, the following tasks:
(a) An inspection of all materials and supplies returned by poll workers.
(b) A reconciliation of the number of signatures on the roster with the number of ballots recorded
on the ballot statement.
(c) In the event of a discrepancy in the reconciliation required by subdivision (b), the number of
ballots received from each polling place shall be reconciled with the number of ballots cast, as
indicated on the ballot statement.
(d) A reconciliation of the number of ballots counted, spoiled, canceled, or invalidated due to
identifying marks, overvotes, or as otherwise provided by statute, with the number of votes
recorded, including vote by mail and provisional ballots, by the vote counting system.
(e) Processing and counting any valid vote by mail and provisional ballots not included in the
semifinal official canvass.
(f) Counting any valid write-in votes.
(g) Reproducing any damaged ballots, if necessary.
(h) Reporting final results to the governing board and the Secretary of State, as required.
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EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS CAUGHT
JUNE 2006 PRIMARY
1% Manual Tally
1. Alameda county – clerks tried to not use the VVPAT and instead used 8.5 x 11
sheets with printout of the DRE ballots. Observer complained and they used the
VVPAT.
2. Sonoma county – clerks did not use the VVPAT and instead used 8.5 x 11
sheets with printouts of the DRE ballots.
3. Alameda county – tally sheets done very sloppily- tick marks not matching
reported sum, erasures
4. LA county – hand counts checked by election monitors and shown to change
results of races but no one took action.
http://www.bbvforums.org/cgi-bin/forums/show.cgi?2197/33059
Security
1. San Joaquin - PBS Lehrer Newshour – poll workers pulled off security tape
because they couldn’t get the machines to work and did not know what the tape
was for.
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/jan-june06/voting_06-15.html
2.San Joaquin - PBS Lehrer Newshour – poll workers instructed voters to NOT
look at the VVPAT – told them that was for the “office people”
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics/jan-june06/voting_06-15.html
Shortage of Paper Ballots
1. San Mateo County - implemented the Hart Intercivic eSlate machines in 2008
and immediately started having consistent, long term paper ballot shortages
county wide. Long lines formed in East Palo Alto in 2010, a minority voting area,
with observers bringing this to the Supervisor’s attention. Pressure was brought
to bear on the elections office and greater paper ballots are promised for future
elections.
Official canvas
1. Riverside County – almost 1500 fewer votes cast than registered voters who
voted.
(Source: Black Box Voting Toolkit, section 7, at:
http://www.blackboxvoting.org/toolkit-accountability.pdf )
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Vote by Mail Voting Signature Verification
1. In Santa Clara in 2004, vote by mail ballots were deemed unusable due to
the signature verification and the senders were not notified. The database
of signatures they were verifying against had a problem. For example, the
database said Joe Smith and the signature was Fred Talley. It was caught
only because a voter went to check if her vote by mail ballot had been
counted. The clerk was directed to fix her file but not the other files.
Observers Have Access Blocked
1. Santa Clara County 2008 Presidential election – county Democratic Party
sent 5 official observers on election day, these observers was blocked from
seeing or hearing any aspect of elections. Secretary of State was contacted
and no action was taken by that office.

REPORTING AN INCIDENT
You may want to write to or meet with elections officials to discuss any problems.
Depending on the severity and/or consequence of the problem you may want to
talk to the election official immediately vs. meeting afterwards to discuss potential
problems and solutions.
If you see an incident in progress and need help you can call the SoS’s hotline at
general hotline number (800) 345-VOTE
Watchdog groups will want to know about any incidents.
Various Election Incident Reporting System (EIRS) databases were in place
starting in 2004 with Verified Voting – www.verifiedvoting.org for the recording of
reported incidents and follow-up.
Later work was done by other groups such as the Election Protection Coalition
(EPC) - www.866ourvote.org and Our Vote Live – (866) OUR-VOTE www.ourvotelive.org
If you have documented an election code violation or documented an incident…
1. Report it to the SoS, using their Voter Complaint form.
http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/fraud-complaints/
This is mostly geared towards individuals having difficulties when voting.
2 The Election Protection Coalition (EPC) is a national coalition under the
leadership of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. Its hotline is the major national hotline, and it will again be in use for 2012:
1 (866) OUR-VOTE is where the newer Our Vote Live (OVL) system
database will be recording incidents that are reported in. The EPC people
will be taking action in real time on election day and could potentially
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prevent further violations. This number may also be used for any question
at all that a voter may have.
3. Report it to any candidate who might be affected.
4. Report it to the RoV of the county where you observed the incident.
Even if your local elections officials are responsive, you should publish your
findings on the Web or send them to local reporters. You can publish information
at Black Box Voting in the Forums section under your state or in the more general
"General discussion" area, both at:
http://www.bbvforums.org/cgi-bin/forums/discus.cgi
You can also publish your findings on the One-on-One Consulting section and
request individualized input about what to do next.
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ELECTION MONITORING TEAM SUMMARY

ELECTION MONITORING TEAMS NEEDED PER
COUNTY
BEFORE THE ELECTION
Event

Equipment Prep

Priority

Timing

Amount of time

Who

High

Weekdays, possibly
weekends in October and
early November

Significant

Technical person 2/county

Weekdays in late October,
early November

A lot for a few
days

Anyone

2/county

Anyone

2/county

Anyone

2/county

Who

Qty people

Low to
Logic and Accuracy Testing medium
Vote by mail Ballot
processing
Poll worker training

Weekdays in late October,
Off and on for
early November
many days
Days or evening or weekend,
Medium to mid October through early
low
Nov
3 hours
Medium

Qty people

DURING THE
VOTING
Event

Priority

Timing

Amount of time

Poll set up
Poll watching
Poll Closing

Low to
medium
High
High

6AM-8AM election day
7AM-8PM election day
8PM-10PM election day

2 hours
Anyone
Off and on all day Anyone
2 hours
Anyone

1-2/precinct
1-2/precinct
1-2/precinct

Election office hotline

High

All day

All day

Anyone

2

Event

Priority

Timing

Amount of time

Who

Qty people

Chain of Custody

Medium

8PM-11PM election day

3 hours

Anyone

2/accumlation
site

Central Count
Ballot re-write
1% Tally

High
High
High

Anyone,
8PM - 8AM election day
12 hours
technical
Determined by RoV
8 hours
Anyone
approx 1 week after election Off and on 2 days Anyone

Reconcile activities

High

Nov 7th until election is
certified

AFTER POLLS
CLOSE

1-2 hrs per day

3, trade off
for staying up
all night
1
2/day

Technical,
accounting, audit 3+
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CHECKLISTS
Poll Opening Observations
Polling Site Address ______________________________________ ______________ ________
Street City ZIP #

Observer: __________________________________ Time ________to ________ Date________
Name

# Voting Stations: _________ Precinct #: __________ # Election Workers: _______
Team 1
Y N DN

1. Confirm that the DRE's Tamper-evident Seal has not been tampered with.
2. Lift the DRE cover and turn Power ON
3. Confirm that the green AC On light illuminates
4. Confirm that "Ready to Open Official Election Polls" displays on Touch-screen.
5. Remove yellow tape and break yellow plastic seal and raise the Polls
Open/Closed Cover
6. Turn switch to Open
7. Close cover and place red plastic seal through the side opening and crimp shut to
seal the POLLS OPEN/CLOSED cover
8. Confirm message on screen says “To begin Voting…”
9. Confirm that the DRE's Tamper-evident Seal has not been tampered with.
Team 2
1. Post outdoor directional signs
2. Display flag rain or shine
3. Place/Post all indoor signs (including Voters Rights in English and Spanish, etc.)
4. Post copy of the Street Index near the entrance
5. Position unlocked ballot box, lid open at end of table in plain view of all voters.
6. Lay out voter processing table
7. Confirm Card Activator is plugged in and turned on
8. Paper Ballots for each Party are on the table
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DRE Check List & Irregularity Report
Name:_______________________________ Cell Phone Number: _______________________
Precinct #/Poll Address:__________________________________________________________
Please use this checklist to monitor the machines throughout your time at the poll.
If any of these irregularities occur, use the backside of this form to record data on the incident.
Were there machine failures? Blan
Blank screen
___yes
Fails to power up
___yes
Freezes
___yes
Delays opening of polls
___yes
Other (describe)
___yes
Were there cases where a machine recorded voter preference
Premarks choice
___yes
Differs from paper trail printout
___yes
Switches vote to another candidate on initial screen or in final summary
screen
___yes
Voter cannot change vote displayed
___yes
Other (describe)
___yes
Were there language issues?
Voter language not available
___yes
Switches languages inappropriately
___yes
Translation problems
___yes
Other (describe)
___yes
Were there disabled access issues?
Wheelchair inaccessibility
___yes
Audio, Braille, or magnification inadequate or
unusable
___yes
Accessibility attachments don’t work
___yes
Machine gives person unable to use hands no
means to vote
___yes
Other (describe)
___yes
Were there voter access card problems?
Times out
___yes
Locks out voter
___yes
Gets stuck or left in machine
___yes
Other(describe)
___yes
Were there user interface issues?
Screen has poor readability, flickering, dim
___yes
Other (describe)
___yes
Were there security issues?
Machines stored in unlocked location
___yes
Memory cards not secured
___yes
Machine connected to phone line/wire during election
___yes
Machine uses wireless connection
___yes
Seals broken or missing
___yes
Seal reads void & not immediately taken out of use
___yes
Other (describe)
___yes
Were there paper trail issues?
Printer jams
___yes
Prints over previous entries
___yes
Output not visible
___yes
Differs from vote
___yes
Other (describe)
___yes

____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
incorrectly?
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no
____no
____no
____no

____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain

____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no
____no
____no
____no

____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain

____no ____uncertain
____no ____uncertain
____no
____no
____no
____no
____no
____no
____no

____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain

____no
____no
____no
____no
____no

____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
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Election Day DRE Machine Failure Report
When a problem arises please make notes stating which area the problem involved.
Card Activator _1_ or _2_

Activated Card _________________________________________________

DRE # ___________________

Printer # ____________________

Other ________________________

What occurred and who was involved? _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Time problem occurred ______________________

(Y = yes

Did Election Official know what to do?

N = no

DNO = did not observe)

Y / N / DNO

How long did it take to solve the problem? ____________ If you know what they did please
explain.________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Was the equipment taken out of service?
Y / N / DNO
If yes why?_____________________________________________________________________________________
State time it went off and came back on ___________
Time went off

_________________
Time it came back on

Did it cause a back-up of voters?

Y / N_/ DNO

Who returned it to service?_______________________________________________ at what time?______________
Name
Title
Did the power ever go off?

_Y / N_/ DNO

If yes, What happened?______________________________

Did people other than you and Inspector witness any irregularities? If so, please provide:
Name(s)

Phone

Email

Address

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Notations: _____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Optical Scan Check List & Irregularity Report
Name:_______________________________ Cell Phone Number: _______________________
Precinct #/Poll Address:__________________________________________________________
Please use this checklist to monitor the machines throughout your time at the poll.
If any of these irregularities occur, use the back side of this form to record data on the incident..
Were there machine failures? Blan
Fails to power up
Paper jams
Failure to reject an overvote
Failure to reject an undervote
Rejects a vote for no discernible reason
Other (describe)
Were there ballot marking issues?
Incorrect pen or pencil provided
Insufficient warning to use the proper pen.
Other (describe)
Were there cases where a ballot had an issue?
Premarked choices
Missing contests
Wrong ballot
Missing candidates
Other (describe)
Were there language issues?
Voter language not available
Translation problems
Other (describe)
Were there disabled access issues?
Wheelchair inaccessibility
Audio, Braille, or magnification inadequate or
unusable
Accessibility attachments don’t work
Machine gives person unable to use hands no
means to vote
Other (describe)
Were there security issues?
Machines stored in unlocked location
Memory cards not secured
Machine connected to phone line/wire during election
Machine uses wireless connection
Seals broken or missing
Seal reads void & not immediately taken out of use

___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes

____no
____no
____no
____no
____no
____no

____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain

___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes

____no
____no
____no
____no
____no

____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain

___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain
___yes ____no ____uncertain

Other (describe)

___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes

____no
____no
____no
____no
____no
____no
____no

____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain

Were there paper trail issues?
Machine tore or damaged ballot
Overflowing ballot boxes
Non secure 2nd ballot box
Attempt to slide ballot into wrong machine or slot
Other (describe)

___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes
___yes

____no
____no
____no
____no
____no

____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
____uncertain
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Election Day Optical Scan Machine Failure Report
When a problem arises please make notes stating which area the problem involved.
Opti-scan# _________________ Ballot Marking Device #________________

Other _________________

What occurred and who was involved ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Time problem occurred ______________

(Y = yes

Did Election Official know what to do?

N = no

DNO = did not observe)

Y / N / DNO

How long did it take to solve the problem? ____________ If, you know what they did please
explain.________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Was the equipment taken out of service?
Y / N / DNO
If, yes why? ____________________________________________________________________________________
State time it went off and came back on

____________
Time went off

_________________
Time it came back on

Did it cause a back-up of voters?

Y / N_/ DNO

How many voters left without casting a ballot?____________________
Who returned it to service?___________________________________________________ at what time?__________
Name
Title
Did the power ever go off?
_Y / N_/ DNO
If yes, What happened?______________________________

Did people other than you and Inspector witness any irregularities? If so, please provide:
Name(s)

Phone

Email

Address

______________________________________________________________________________________________
Notations: _____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Chain of Custody: Polling Place to Collection Center
Check List
Name:_______________________________ Cell Phone Number:__________________
Precinct #/Poll Address:____________________________________________________
County _________________
Time Left Precinct: ________________Time arrived collection center:_______________
Voter or other Witness Involved:
Name(s)
Phone
Email
Address
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Please use this checklist to monitor the chain of custody process. Please check off any
irregularity that occurs as described and report the relevant details to any item that you
checked off.
During the election:
___Were any memory cards or voting machines swapped during the election?
___Did technicians work on voting machines during the election?
After the polls close
___Were the memory cards NOT put in their proper bag?
___Was the memory card bag NOT put in the proper case?
___ Did someone other than sheriff deputies or pollworkers drive to the receiving center?
___ Did the drivers stop anywhere prior to going to the receiving center?
___ At any time could the memory cards or the cases holding them have been swapped?
___ Did any political party operatives or vendors ever handle the memory cards, memory
card bags, or memory card cases?
___ Were the cases ever opened or outside of the view of observers?
___ Did other than sheriff’s deputies or poll workers escort the cards/bags/cases from the
collection center to the election center?
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Chain of Custody: Collection Center to Election Center
Check List
Name:_______________________________ Cell Phone Number:__________________
Precinct #/Poll Address:____________________________________________________
County _________________
Time Left collection center: _____________Time arrived election center: ____________
Voter or other Witness Involved:
Name(s)
Phone
Email
Address
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Please use this checklist to monitor the chain of custody process. Please check off any
irregularity that occurs as described and report the relevant details to any item that you
checked off..
___ Did other than sheriff’s deputies or county staff escort the cards/bags/cases from the
collection center to the election center?
___ Did the drivers stop anywhere prior to going to the election center?
___ At any time could the memory cards/bags/cases have been swapped?
___ Did any political party operatives or vendors ever handle the cards/bags/cases?
___ Were the cards/bags/cases ever opened or outside of the view of public or party
observers?
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EXAMPLE OF A PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST

MIMI KENNEDY
Mimi Kennedy
Van Nuys, CA 91406
July 10, 2012
Dean Logan
Los Angeles County Registrar of Voters
12400 Imperial Highway
Norwalk, CA 90650
Request for Public Records
Attention: Brenda Williams
Dear Dean Logan:
This letter, a public records request, pursuant to the California Public Records Act,
Government Code Section 6250 et seq., and the California State Constitution, is to
request access to and copies of public records and information including e-mail messages
in the possession of the County of Los Angeles that discuss the information requested.
I request access to, and true copies of, the voter histories database from the federal
presidential election of November, 2008; the federal election of November 2010, and the
primary election of June, 2012. I want this list to include:
1)
all registered voters, including cancelled voters;
2)
their voting history for each of the years requested;
3)
their voting method (vote‐at‐polls, VBM, early voting)
4)
their status (active/inactive/cancelled) in the requested elections;
5)
their status reason (why they’re assigned this status)
6 ) the date status was assigned.
Please provide this information in digital format as a delimited text file (.csv or .tab) or in
standard data form such as MS Access.
Thank you for letting me know how much it costs so I can pick it up.
Yours truly,
Mimi Kennedy
Progressive Democrats of America
mimi@pdamerica.org
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EXAMPLES AND SOURCES
EXAMPLES: Some of us learn best by concrete examples.
Two of the best are from the first McNerney campaign in 2006:
The power point “Election Observing: Monitoring for McNerney – November 2006” was used in training the lawyers observing for McNerney:
http://www.countedascast.com/resources/monitoring.php
Final Report on Findings and Recommendations
November 6, 2006 - California General Election
http://www.CountedAsCast.com/docs/CA11-Election-Protection-Task-Force-Report-Mar-07.pdf

Another good and much shorter example is “Election Observation: Observing the
Polls and the Central Count” for the San Mateo Democratic Central Committee
at: http://www.countedascast.com/resources/monitoring.php
Another Election Integrity Manual, this one for the state of Arizona, paid for by the
Arizona Democratic Party for the County Chairs in 2007, is referred to at the
Election Defense Alliance website:
http://electiondefensealliance.org/comprehensive_az_election_monitoring_manual

And can be viewed and downloaded at:
http://electiondefensealliance.org/files/AZ_Election%20Monitoring%20Guide.pdf

SOURCES:
California Election Code - http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/calawquery?codesection=elec
California Secretary of State Website - http://www.sos.ca.gov/
Thank you to….
Black Box Voting Toolkits 2006 and 2008 - www.blackboxvoting.org/toolkit.html
Verified Voting - http://www.verifiedvoting.org/
We’re Counting the Vote in New Hampshire - active in 2006, 2007. some links:
http://electiondefensealliance.org/eac_certification_and_federal_legislative_liaison_nancy_tobi

http://electiondefensealliance.org/files/were_counting_the_votes_2006_09_02.pdf

Pollworkers for Democracy - active in 2006, 2008. some links:
http://act.credoaction.com/pollworkers/
http://votetrustusa.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1902&Itemid=27

California Voter Foundation - www.calvoter.org
How our Votes Are Counted: The League of Women Voters Observes the
Election Process in Alameda County in 2005.
San Mateo County Election Observers and Election Integrity Activists
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